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EDITORIAL 

What a long strange trip it has been : after traversing and stumbling across various obstacles, 
assorted deliberations, re-writing and re-editing, the Presidency College Magazine 92-93 has 
finally been published, or to be more precise - at the time of writing is going to be published. 

It is strange that the college magazine of the premier educational institution of the country - and 
I speak in terms of history - has evoked such little enthusiasm on the part of its students, on whose 
behalf and for whom, it is published. 

Presidency College, in its concrete manifestation ; which is not the monolith and its hallowed 
portals but its students, has become dated, somewhat jaded. Through its innards, the long musty 
corridors no longer flow new ideas or pertinent thought but simply passive, inert students without 
commitment for whom reality is embossed on T-shirt proclaiming 'PRESIDENCY', But reality, all 
that is real in case of this college, cannot simply be painted on to a T-shirt. It cannot be cleaved ap;irt 
from its geographical and periodic social milieu -Calcutta and its College Street. Reality in stark 
form is ensconced a step away from the college gate, in College Street: in its bookshops, beggars, 
traffic jams and processions even what with the lure of IIM's and IAS and the new avaiar JNU 
withstanding. These are indeed turbulent times. Honesty, sincerity, secularism stalk the razors 
edge. Future meaningful life, I believe, is going to be in terms of these three years of culling 
knowledge, not pedantic, but of broadening of one's horizons and comprehension of relevant 
reality. 

In this necessarily embittered editorial, I draw upon my hapless experience as the Editor of the 
Magazine to bring things into perspective and to criticize. The Presidency College Magazine is 
supposed to be an organic entity, a pastiche reflecting the views and ideas of 'elite' students: future 
teachers, scholars, bureaucrats, journalists, administrators et al. Open any old copy of the college 
magazine, notice the names of its contributors, and you will known. 

I am confident enough to believe that we are justified to feel proud of being students of this 
college, the reason being that people still listen to us. Newspapers still report the reasons for, and 
the outcome of a general body meeting of the Union. We still matter, but for how long ? 

It is time to take a stand, it is time to exorcize the Zeitgeist. To stop this magnificient giant from 
eroding into the dust, a discontinuance of contrived affections, petulant traditions and anachronistic 
pretensions is necessary on part of the entire college community. 

As the worried Editor of the College Magazine, I approach the present Union leadership with 
certain suggestions with regard to future publications. The College Magazine is not a transient 
annual event, that work on it be started at the instant of its publication. A Publication Committee 
should be formed at the time the new Union Council assumes leadership. Collection of articles and 
accumulation of funds should be an ongoing process, the responsibility of which should be vested 
in this committee so that at the end of the academic year a 'quality' magazine can be published. 
Participation of Professors as contributors in its truest sense would be most welcome. 

I thank all the contributors to this magazine, and Saswata Ghosh, without whose help ii would 
have been difficult to publish this Magazine. 

I must thank the advertisers lor their kind patronage which has permitted the Magazine 'to go 
offset', a first in its history. 

Pathikri t Sengupta 
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VIETNAM : LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
When there are no more bombs. 
Shall you let me go up on earth again? 
Why do you keep asking; little one.... 
I want to see the uncles and aunts I loved, 
Are they still fighting Mama? 
I want to see the yankee. 
Mama, does it look like a human being 

— A Vietnamese soldier-poet. 

Prologue 

20 years ago from now that 
is about when most of us in 

the college were born, the last 
batch of the American soldiers 
left Da Nang and Saigon, Viet
nam. The date was March 29, 
1973. 

Thus came to an end the 
most shameful, but also the most 
glorious chapter in the contem
porary world history. A chap
ter characterised by barbaric 
and inhuman violence on an unprecedented 
scale, a war of attrition waged by the mighti
est and the richest nation of the world against 
the people of a tiny country, — Vietnam. 

But that March morning the American 
soldiers who were stepping into their ships 
and aircrafts, formed the last batch of a de
feated army, totally vanquished. It was not 
Vietnam that was 'brought to its knees' as 
was the much publicised American policy, it 
was USA, with all its economic, military and 
technological superiority that was brought to 
its knees by the people of that tiny country 
whose ultimate weapon was patriotism. 

Today the global scenario is very differ-

In this post-cold war era 
of unabashed U.S. impe
rialism, Sharan Ghatak, 
third year student of soci
ology, remembers Vietnam. 

ent from what it was 20 years 
ago. In the changed scenario 
U.S. A has already assumed the 
role of the 'peace-keeper' in 
the world, openly bullying other 
nations to total submission to 
its military, economic and tech
nological hegemony. In such a 
situation, it is relevarit and im
portant to look back into the 
history of Vietnam. The lesson 
of Vietnam can provide cour
age to the people of those na
tions of the world who have to 

stand up and retaliate against the American 
onslaught, sooner or later. 

The End of the French Colonial 
Rule in Indo-China 

The people of Vietnam have a long his
tory of stmggle against foreign domination. 
Colonised by the French in the last century, 
the struggle of the Vietnamese reached a new 
height when the Communist Party of Viet
nam was established in 1930. Among those 
who took the lead was Nguyen Tat Thanh, 
better known as Ho Chi Minh. A wave of 
peasant insurrections and workers strikes flared 



up. Massive repression by France followed, 
including bombing raids. 

During the second World War the struggle 
received a new impetus. In May 1941. Ho Chi 
Minh announced the formation of VietMinh, 
the league for the independence of Vietnam. 
The National Salvation Army was also formed 
during this time. Vietnam was under de-facto 
Japanese occupation at this time and Viet
namese communists waged a continuous gue
rilla war against the Japanese occupation 
forces. 

In March 1945. Japan ended the de-jure 
French rule and established Bao Dai as the 
emperor of Vietnam. But in a few months 
time, in August 1945, as Japan surrendered 
Ho Chi Minh declared independence. But 
within a short while, the British and the 
American actively collaborated to reinstai 
the colonial French rule in Vietnam. The 
people of Vietnam who had tasted indepen
dence for a short while, prepared themselves 
for another war. It was only after three de
cades of continuous struggle and bloodbath 
the Vietnamese finally gained indepLiulence. 

The Second Indo-China War (I'U6-54) 
lasted for 9 years, culminating in \ ict-Minh 
victory at Dien Bien Phu (May, 1954), At 
Dien Bien Phu, general Vo Nguyen Giap's 
peasant army defeated acontingentof 20,(J00 
elite French paratroopers. The US Secretary 
of State John Foster Dulles generously of
fered nuclear weapons — for 'burning the red 
termites off — to the French. The French 
Govt, declined as it would have wiped out 
their soldiers too. The news of Dien B ien Phu 
deeply traumatized the Western ruling class 
but in Paris Jean Paul Sartre and Simone de 
Beauvoir openly celebrated the Vietnamese 
victory. 

In the Geneva Conference [July, 1954] 
ceasefire was declared. The country was tem-
porarily divided into two military zones in 

the north and south of 17 degrees parallel. 
The VietMinh was offered the north since 
they already controlled that area. Inthe south, 
it was decided that 'free general election by 
secret ballot' was to be held in July 1956, 
under the supervision of the International 
Control Commission to decide its future. 

A m e r i c a n S u b v e r s i o n B e g i n s 

Cover! American Subversion of the Geneva 
Agreement began simultaneously with final 
signing. The American policy makers knew 
that if free and fair elections were held then 
most of the people in the south would vote for 
the Vietminh. America was determined to 
prevent this. President Eisenhower openly 
declared as early as August 4, 1953 that 
U.S.A could not afford to lose the area be
cause of the rich resources of tin and tung
sten. Also, USA could not afford to let the 
whole Vietnamese people to vote for the 
communists, which was a certainty. 

The man who was to play a crucial role in 
the American design was chosen years ago -
Ngo Dinh Diem. A staunch anti-communist 
nationalist, Diem was taken to USA in 1952 
and groomed for 3 years for this purpose. In 
1954 he was sent back to Saigon in South 
Vietnam. His goal vvas not to allow any 
elections for reunification. Between 1955-
56, with American help. Diem established 
his control overSaigon and rejected the Geneva 
Agreementabout elections. In total disregard 
of the Geneva Accord, he declared the south
ern parts of Vietnam a republic and installed 
himself as the president of the country — 
after holding a sham election with the aid of 
American advisors. Out of 450,000 voters in 
Saigon, 605,025 voted for him! 

Dieni's Reign of Terror 

With direct American support. Diem un
leashed a reign of terror in South Vietnam. 



Guided by American military advisors, Diem's 
immediate task was to crush the 'red devils' 
t)iTce for all. Thousands of people were ar
rested tortured and killed. In this task Diem 
was ably aided by the landlords and their 
agents. 

In 1957 Diem went to USA on a visit and 
was given a warm welcome by the Eishenho wer 
administration. He was hailed as the Asian 
liberator by New York Times. Diem returned 
with promises of massive military aid. 

In 1959, the National Liberation Front 
(NLF) was formed in South Vietnam against 
Diem and his sponsors. In no time they began 
to control the countryside — such was the 
love of the common people for them. 

Escalation Begins 

The anti-people policy of the Diem Govt., 
its ruthless repression of the common people 
only strengthened the resolve of the people to 
fight for liberation. The NLF was spreading 
its influence in the urban areas also. 

It is around this time the American in
volvement began to escalate as can be seen 
from this following table: 

US Mil 
Year 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

tary Personnel 

March 29.1973 

in Vietnam 
Number 

900 
3000 

1 1,000 
16,000 
23,000 

184,300 
362,000 
485,000 
535.100 
475,200 
334,600 
1 ."̂ 6.800 
24,200 

0 

[Source: The Vietnam Wars (1945-1990> 
M.B. Young, NY, 1991]. 

The initial phase of escalation was initi
ated by the liberal and youthful President — 
J.F. Kennedy. Massive amount of armaments 
were given to Diem's army. The Americans 
were fully involved in the war now — 13000 
miles away from Washington! 

From the supposed American aim to sup
press the revolution in South Vietnam, it 
became an all out war against the people of 
Vietnam, north and south. American military 
advisors and personnel started taking direct 
part in actions. Repression of the Vietnamese 
people started in an unprecedented scale. 
Underthe 'hamlet programme', thousands of 
people were uprooted from their houses and 
installed in guarded areas. 

People's agitation against Diemand Ameri
cans also began to escalate. So much so, that 
at one point of time Diem himself realized 
that he needed to change his policies. In 
August 1967 Diem agreed to a French pro
posal of peace that amounted to a virtual 
acceptance of the geneva accord of 1954. 

The American administration became pan
icky and realized that diem's usefullness was 
over. On November I, 1963 in a CIA spon
sored coup of South Vietnamese army gener
als. Diem and his brother were killed. The CIA 
file for the killing, was cleared by President 
Kennedy himscil .ispiilili^hcd documents now 
show. In a fewdays time Kc/iiiedy himself was 
assasinated and Lyndon B. Johnson took over 
as the President of USA. The escalation of the 
involvemeni of IS military personnel began 
in an unprecedented scale. The bombing of 
North Vietnam started in 1964. 

A Genocide 

The Americans, with the scar of Korea 
and Cuba still fresh in their mind did not want 



to take any risk in Vietnam. An example was 
to be set — an example of how America can 
stop the socialist revolution anywhere in the 
world. The American forces got the messege 
clearly. They would destroy the VietCong 
even at the cost of wiping the Vietnamese 
from the force of the earth. 

In the Vietnamese war, America used ev
ery type of weapon from its lethal arsenal, 
save the nuclear arms. Vietnam became the 
testing ground for american weapons of mass 
destruction. Vietnam was bombed day and 
night. Napalm (a lethal incendiary bomb which 
burns everything on contact) was used indis
criminately; even civilian targets such as 
hospitals and schools were not spared. The 
horror of these bombing attacks is expressed 
in a poem by Bryan A.Floyd, himself an 
American veteran of the Vietnam war — 

....The jets would come in, low and ter
rible, sweeping down and screaming, in their 
first pass over the village. Then they would 
return, dropping their first bombs, that 
flattenned the huts to rubble and debris. And 
then they would sweep back again and drop 
more bombs that blew the rubble and debris 
to dust ashes. And then the jets would come 
back once again in a last pass, this time to 
drop napalm that burned the dust and ashes 
to just nothing. Then the village that was not 
a village any more was our village. 

A soldier, private first class, Reginald 
'Malik' Edwards revealed later on, that they 
were ordered to 'level' a village if even a 
single shot was fired from it towards their 
helicopter. Another soldier writing home, 
related an incident about how they launched 
grenades at a hut, full of children. 

In addition to napalm, white phosphorus 
and cluster bombs were widely used by the 
American forces. White phosphorus bombs 
WLMC niDiv suitable to the American purposes 
than the napalm which could be scraped off 

from the body. So polysterene was added so 
that the flames stuck to the body burning the 
skin and flesh right down to the bones. It even 
burned under water. The cluster bombs, (the 
Vietnamese called it 'bombi' or'mother bomb') 
exploded in the mid-air releasing 350 to 600 
small bombs. When these hit the ground, 
each one exploded into thousands of metal 
pellets, later, fiberglass pellets were intro
duced as they were invisible to the x-ray and 
thus harder and more painful to remove. It 
was not a war — it was a genocide! 

American soldiers were systematically 
taught that the 'gook' (G.I. Slang for the 
Vietnamese) were simply not human, so kill
ing them was not murder but rather a form of 
pest-control. The general attitude of the 
American soldier is well summed up in a 
army marching cadence: 

'I wanna go to Vietnam 
I wanna kill a Viet Cong 
With a knife or with a gun 
Either way it will be good fun....' 

Probably the best example of the barbaric 
way America fought the war was the 'My Lai 
Massacre'. One day in March 1968, a platoon 
of American soldiers entered the village of 
My Lai, South Vietnam, and cold bloodedly 
killed the entire population of the village, 
raping the women before murdering them. 
The village was mostly inhabited by oldmen, 
women and children (si nee most of the young 
men were at war) and net a single shot was 
fired at the approching platoon. The army 
systematically covered the whole thing up. 
Some soldiers later testified that the inci
dence was not unique but rather common 
place to the way America fought the war. 

Despite all their military and technologi
cal superiority the Americans were fighting a 
losing battle. The NLF was gaining ground 
consistently, forcing the US army to a slow 
but steady retreat. The third world David was 



winning over the mighty American Goliath. 
This eventually led to the American evacua
tion (1973) and ultimately the fall of Saigon 
(1975). Though lacking in arms and ammuni
tion the Vietnamese had something which 
made them victorious — morale and patrio
tism. They were fighting for their own coun
try, their own people where as the Americans 
were hired to fight. In Vietnam except some 
mercenaries and 'Quislings' the whole coun
try rallied behind the Communist Party and 
its leader Ho Chi Minh. Herbert Aptheker, on 
a deputation to Vietnam, saw how the Viet
namese women 'manned' the factories and 
other essential services, while the men folk 
were fighting in the war. Tariq AH, visiting 
Vietnam in 1967, writes how children (aged 
between 5 to 9) grumbled a lot to their teacher 
for not being allowed to help the militia. 

War against the War 

The American invasion of Vietnam gave 
rise to a great protest movement against the 
war, across the world. The student commu
nity took to the streets and expressed their 
solidarity with the national liberation move
ment in Vietnam. From Calcutta to London, 
the streets resounded with slogans like 'Tomar 
naam, amar naam, Vietnam, Vietnam' and 
'Win, win, Ho Chi Minh'. Demonstrations, 
often quite violent, outside the US Embasies 
became commonplace. In Britain the Viet
nam Solidarity Campaign was formed to pro
mote public resistance against the US policy 
of war and to mobilize support for Vietnam
ese struggle. The American aggression in 
Vietnam was unanimously condemned by all 
the progressive forces in the world. 

The anti-war movement was also gaining 
momentum in America itself. This is prob
ably for the first time its history, the general 
public of a country engaged in war, came up 

so strongly against the war. In April 1967, at 
least 400,000 protesters led by the radical 
pacifist A.J. Muste marched on the streets of 
New York demonstrating against the war. On 
the same day 75,000 anti-war demonstrators 
marched in San Fransisco. One feature of the 
New York march was the public burning of 
draft cards, (conscription cards) that began in 
Boston 1964. Throughout 1968, 1969 and 
1970 raids against the draft boards multi
plied. The present President of U.S.A. is also 
supposed to have participated in anti-war 
demonstrations during his stay at Oxford. 
Yet it is the same Bill Clinton who ordered 
the recent bombings in Iraq. 

The black America revolted against the 
war. Martin Luther King Jr. declared that the 
war in Vietnam was damnig the soul of America 
and would continue to do so for as long as the 
United States 'destroys the deepest hope of 
men the world over'. Radical black groups 
raised the slogan, 'The VietCong never called 
us nigger', calling the brotherhood to fight 
the real enemy. Tariq Ali writes about two 
black American G.I.s, both Vietnam veter
ans, sang a song, commonplace in America 
those days, at the Vietnam Congress in Berlin 
(1968) — 

'I ain't gonna go to Vietnam 
Because Vietnam is where I am 
Hell no! I ain't gonna go! 
Hell no! I ain't gonna go!' 

Muhammed Ali, World heavyweight box
ing champion, refused to serve in this 'white 
man's war' and was deprived of his champi
onship by the World Boxing Association. In 
the fall of 1967, a booklet titled 'Call to 
Resistlllegitimate Authority', was published 
by a group of anti-war activists , inviting the 
'young men of america' to refuse to serve in 
an'illegal, immoral and unconstitutional war'. 
The mightiest military power was being de
feated both in the paddy fields of Vietnam 
and their homeland. 



Peoples' Victory 

In January 1968, the NLF and the North 
Vietnamese army struck a stunning blow to 
the Americans and the South Vietnamese 
army. In a reverse escalation simulteneously 
attacked 5 of the 6 largest cities of South 
Vietnam, 36 of the 44 provincial capitals and 
a large number of district towns. The city of 
saigon, the US Embassy there, were all at
tacked in a Vieions counter offensive. In this 
offensive, known as the 'TetOffensive' nearly 
6000 US soldiers were killed in the city of 
Hue alone. The primary objective of the Tet 
offensive was to show the extent of the popu
lar support that the NLF enjoyed. 

American reinforcement reached its peak 
during this period, but the end was nearing. In 
1969, Ho Chi Minh died. The Americans and 
forces of the puppet South Vietnamese Govt, 
was being forced to a bloody retreat. In 1972 
Hanoi (Capital of North Vietnam) launched 
the 'spring offensive'. The American admin
istration was forced to concede that the war 
could not be won and thereby decided to quit 
Vietnam. In March 1973, the last American 
soldiers left Vietnam. Ultimately in april 
1975, the victorious army of the NLF occu
pied Saigon forcing the puppet South Viet
namese regime to surrender. Finally, after 

decades of struggle, Vietnam was indepen
dent and unified. 

Epilogue 

When Germatiy surrendered in 1945, at 
the end of the second World War, the allied 
forced tried the nazi war-criminals in 
Nuremburg. Many of them were executed 
and others sentenced to life imprisonment for 
their 'crimes against humanity'. But no such 
thing happenned to those Americans who 
committed worse crimes against the Viet
namese. They went scot free. Is this what 
democracy and freedom stands for? The war 
in Vietnam revealed the bankruptcy and hy
pocrisy of the so called liberal democracies 
all over the world. I shall end with the often 
quoted, but seldom understood saying of 
George Santayana, 'those who forget the past 
are condemned to repeat it.' A rather pessi
mistic ending though! 
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ARTHUR - THE CONCEPT OF KINGSHIP 

K ing Arthur occupies the 
place of honour in the na

tional mythology of Britain. He 
is the exemplar of ideal king
ship. Different works of litera
ture about Arthur show the de
velopment in the concept of the 
ideal king. The change in this 
ideal can be seen if one consid
ers the delineation of Arthur in 
three different works of litera
ture. These are Sir Thomas 
Malory'sprose romance LeMoite 
d'Arthur (1485), Tennyson's 
twelve blank verse poems Idylls of the King 
(1885) and T.H. White's quartet of Arthurian 
novels The Once and Future King (1958). 

Morte d'Arthur is a compilation of vari
ous French prose romances dealing with 
Arthurian legends. Writing in the latter half 
of fifteenth century against the backdrop of 
the War of the Roses and the gradual break
down of medieval chivalry, Malory's per
ception of Arthur's age was shaped by these 
two concerns of his own age. Arthur pre
serves his country from civil war and frees it 
from Roman overlordship as well as estab
lishing a stable order of chi\ airy and justice, 
as symbolized by his establishment of the 
Round Table. 

Malory's romance is entitled "The death 
of Arthur.' The brisk succession of wars. 
tournaments, quests and lovemaking lies v\ ithin 
the framework of the personal tragedy of 
Arthur. Aithur's incest with his sisterMorgause 
and his attempt to kill the son born of this 
union are directly responsible for his fate. 

Sayoni Basu, an ex-stu
dent of the English de
partment, now in Oxford, 
in this article discusses 
the delineation of King 
Artl'i'.r in three different 
works of literature and 
shows how the change in 
the perception of Arthur 
reflected the change in 
the society itself. 

The presence of an unavoid
able doom hovers over the 
romance. Merlin warns Arthur 
that his son Modred 'shall be 
the destruction of all this 
reahn' and that 'Gueneverwas 
not wholesome for him to take 
to wife, for... Launcelot should 
love her and she him again'. 
The medieval belief in the 
unchangeabi I ity of one's des
tiny and the wheel of fortune 
is perhaps the reason for what 
seems to one the heroic 
Arthur's strangely passive 

acceptance of his fate. 

The multiple sources from which Malory 
derived his inaterial combine to create cer
tain internal contradictions in the character 
of Arthur. On the one hand 'the king had a 
deeming' about Guenever's adultery and is 
'full loath thereto, that any noise should be 
upon Sir Launcelot and his queen.' On the 
other hand, after Launcelot is discovered in 
the queen's chamber and Gawaine counsels 
Arthur not to be "overhasty" suggesting vari
ous innocent reason to explain Launcelot's 
presence, Arthur is resolute in his decision to 
sentence Guenever to be burnt at stake. He 
resolves not to give the queen the chance to 
defeii'l herself for Sir Launcelot 'trusteth so 
much upon his hands and his might that he 
doubtelh no man, and therefore for my queen 
he siiall fight never more for she shall have ^ 
the law," Guene\er is accused of causing the 
death of thirteen knights and hence is to be 
punished. In actual fact, as Gawaine points 



out, 'they are the causers of their death.' The 
traditional hero of the epic takes on the bur
den of the guilt of the community. Arthur 
casts Guenever as the sacrificial figure to 
prevent fulfilment of Gawaine's prediction 
that because of Arthur permitting Modred 
and Agravaine to carry out their plan 'the 
fellowship of the Round Table shall be 
disparply.' Saving the Round Table is more 
important to Arthur 'for queens I might have 
enow but such a fellowship of good knights 
shall never be together in no company.' 

Arthur's dilemma, like Rama in the 
Ramayana, lies in the relationship of public 
life and private life. Rama has to agree to 
repeated tests of his wife's chastity after her 
captivity in Lanka because as a king he has to 
be responsive to his subjects' wishes. How
ever, his personal role as her husband de
mands that he should defend her. Malory 
clearly distinguishes between public life and 
private life. Sir Launcelot, despite his adul
terous love for the queen, is the 'best knight' 
in the world, as is siiown by his curing Urre's 
wounds which only the best knight could 
have done. Similarly, in spite of the Launcelot-
Guenever relationship, Launcelot can pub
licly assert that the queen is innocent after the 
Pope sends his bulls to make peace between 
Arthur and Launcelot. Arthur distinguishes 
between the two when he allows the queen to 
be tried, though personally convinced of her 
innocence, after Sir Mador accuses her of 
poisoning his kinsman and thus the stability 
of the kingdom is not threatened. When he 
allows personal emotions to shape his deci
sions, as in his sentencing Guenever to death 
withoul a trial, the kingdom begins to disin
tegrate. For Malory, kingship means sacri
fice ot personal emotions. 

In ld\ IN of 1 he King Tennyson gives Arthur 
the one addiiMnial virtue not mentioned by 
Malory — stauikss chastity. He thus elimi

nates the crucial element of the personal 
tragedy of Arthur. By writing twelve sepa
rate poems, which are episodic in nature, he 
tries to reduce the contradictions in the char
acter of Arthur. Arthur is seen as more than a 
suppressor of anarchy. Before him there were 
petty kings waging perpetual war as well as 
invading 'heathen hosts.' The land belonged 
to 'wilddogand wolf and boar and beast' and 
'wolflike men' who were worse than beasts. 
Among them Arthur 'for a space ... made a 
realm and reign'd.' In The Coming of Arthur 
he asserts confidently that 'the old order 
changeth yielding place to new' and he re
peats this desolately in The Passing of Arthur. 
After Arthur's death lies the darkly indeter
minate future, as suggested by the progres
sive darkening of vision within the poem. His 
civilization can only 'for a space' hold back 
the resurgence of bestiality, though there is 
an implicit reassurance in the structure of the 
poem which corresponds to the cycle of the 
seasons. The cylic structure implies it will 
renew itself, thusreinforcingMerlin' sprophecy 
that Arthur 'should come again/ To rule once 
more.' 

Arthur's Round Table is no mere chi valric 
order, Tennyson emphasizes its moral qual
ity. The 'knights have heard / That God hath 
told the King a secret word.' 'The King will 
follow Christ, and we the King.' Arthur is 
seen as the moral arbiter who derives his 
power from the Round Table : 'Arthur and 
his knighthood ... Were all one will and thro' 
that strength the King / Drew in all the petty 
kingdoms.' His authority is absolute, the 
knights giving him 'uttermost obedience.' 
They seek to form themselves in the image of 
Arthur 'from eye to eye thro' all their Order 
flash / A momentary likeness of the King.' 
The relation between the king and his knights 
is not merely that of overlord and vassal, they 
'reverence the King, as if he were / Their 



conscience, and theirconscienceas their King.' 
Arthur possesses god-like attributes in 

both Christian and non-Christian terms. He 
exempUfies Christian virtues like mercy, char
ity and chastity. He is Christ-like in his super
natural origin, as described by Bellicent and 
the novice in Almesbury, and in the promise 
of his return. His mission is to redeem civili
zation 'I waged His wars.' He speaks in the 
voice of Christ in his mercy 'Lo, I forgive 
thee, as Eternal God / Forgives' and in his 
suffering 'My God, thou hast foresaken me in 
my diuih.' Descriptions like 'Sun in heaven' 
and 'great Sun of Glory' are reminiscent of 
nature gods and emphasize Arthur's super
human qualities and absolute power. 

Tennyson suggests no conflict between 
public life and private life as the end of both 
is seen in moral terms. The belief in the 
divine right and divine functions of kings, 
discredited in the seventeenth century, is 
reasserted. Tennyson emphasizes internal god
liness and conscience which the nineteenth 
century was substituting for the seventeenth 
century divinity. Arthur embodies the high
est ideals of both public and private aspects 
of life. Tennyson's Arthur is reminiscent of 
Spenser's Prince Arthur in the Faerie Queene 
who embodies all moral qualities and whose 
marriage to Gloriana symbolizes the union of 
moral virtues to state power. Tennyson's 
fusion of public life and private life is empha
sized by the knights oath to equate the King 
and their conscience. Tennyson visualizes 
the Round Table as a moral hegemony, analo
gous to Carlyle's concept of the hero dfass 
and Arnold's concept of the intellectual elite. 

As there is no distinction between pubUc -
life and private life, Guenever's act becomes 
a violation of personal relationships as well 
as a crime against the state which results in 
'sword and fire, / Red ruin and the breaking 
up of laws.' As Arthur has no flaws, Guenever's 

adultery is shown as even more unforgivable, 
a perversity of the will arising from inability 
to appreciate her husband. 'He is all fault 
who hath no fault at all.' Her falseness is 
emphasized by young Arthur's deep longing 
for her, it is only with her that he will have 
'power on this dead world to make it live.' 
But the Romantic appeal of the heroic young 
king is lost as he takes on the aura of divinity 
and becomes the 'highest creature' but de
spite Guenever's repentant assertion, not the 
'most human.' The Romantic graces are trans
ferred to Launcelot. 

While adhering closely to the story of 
Morte d'Arthur, in The Once and Future 
King T.H. White emphasizes Arthur's hu
man qualities. Mighty strength and grandeur 
of stature are replaced by simple goodness 
and honest endeavour. Arthur is a kind of 
Everyman and the story describes his rites of 
passage to become a noble king. Credit for 
his achievement is given to Merlin who teaches 
him how to think. Merlin's capacity to see the 
future is symptomatic of the inevitability of 
fate. Knowing his destiny and guilty about 
his youthful errors but striving to be worthy 
of his position in life, Arthur fulfils the mod
ern concept of a hero. He is 'a plain man who 
has done his best.' 

White infuses psychological interest into 
Malory's story and analyses the motives be
hind every action. Malory celebrates chiv
alry and valour. Using his story White turns 
its values inside out into an anti-wfifdiatribe. 
Arthur realises that living by forf^pis wrong 
and constitutes the Round Table to harness 
Might for Right. Yet this is inadequate and 
the search for the Holy Grail is constituted to 
inculcate moral values to his knights. Malory" s 
Arthur is grieved at the quest: 'Ye have nigh 
slain me with the avow (to find the Grail)... 
for ye have bereft me of the fairest fellowship 
... that ever were seen together in any realm.' 
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White's Arthur is delighted as the quest will 
lead to the individual salvation of his knights. 
Only a few do achieve moral values and 
Arthur conceives the idea of impersonal jus
tice : 'Right as a criterion of its own ... which 
did not lean upon power.' It is because of his 
deep belief the idea of impersonal justice, 
which does not make exceptions for even the 
queen, that Modred can force him to con
demn her to be burnt at stake. Arthur knows 
and sympathises with Guenever's love for 
Launcelot. He is delighted when Launcelot 
rescues her. Arthur himself is aware of the 
dichotomy between public duty and private 
feeling. By logical development of character 
White avoids the contradictions inherent in 
Malory's Arthur and adds greater depth to 
the character of the king. 

Arthur is unable to resolve the conflict of 
public and private interests. He does not see 
this as an impersonal problem but as some

thing he deserves for his incest and attempt to 
drown Modred, 'When I was young I did 
something which was not just, and from it has 
spring the misery of my life. Do you think 
you can stop the consequences of a bad action 
by doing good ones afterwards ? 1 don't. I 
have been trying to stopper it down with good 
actions ever since but it goes on in widening 
circles.' He is torn between personal loyalty 
as a husband and his dedication to the ab
stract ideal of justice and his concept of duty. 
He is forced to accept that no reconciliation 
of the two is possible. 

Arthur is an ideal king. Christian knight 
and hero. How this ideal is delineated in a 
particular work of literature is indicative of 
the value system and intellectual convictions 
of the age in which this work is written. The 
representation of Arthur in the three works 
considered shows the changes in the concept 
of ideal ruler and ideal man. 
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BEHIND THE BATON 
A N I N T R O D U C T I O N T O T H E W O R L D O F T H E C O N D U C T O R 

Before I start on my article 
I would like to stress that 

I have tried to exclude wher
ever possible technical terms, 
for this essay has no more am
bition than to provide the reader 
with an interesting introduc
tion to the world of the conduc
tor. 

Entering a music shop's clas
sical section in Calcutta, the 
purchaser is likely toconfronted 
with EMI's double cassette set 
of Beethoven's 9th symphony. Written in 
bold print the box cover proudly (if some
what forbiddingly!) advertises its contents : 

Beethoven : Symphony No. 9 ' 
The Philadelphia Orchestra 
Conducted by Ricerdo Muti. 
I'o a sampler of classical music the name 

of I IK- composer — Beethoven and the piece 
— his 9th symphony (arguably his greatest 
work) would be the obvious criteria for his 
decision to purchase the set. He would not 
think too much of the fact that it is played by 
the Philadelphia Orchestra. The name of the 
conductor—RicardoMuti—however, could 
provide substance for further thought. For 
example, why should the cover of a piece by 
Beethoven have such an impressive portrait 
of a certain 'Ricardo Muti'? Followed by 
how important is the conductor with reference 
to the composer? In the ensuing paragraphs I 
have attempted to answer these queries. 

Before 1 proceed any further I wish to give 
the reader an idea (albeit a rough one) of the 
position of the various instruments of the 
orchestra along with the conductor's podium. 
(see chart in next page) 

Many individual conductors, however. 

Indranil Poddar, a first 
year student of M.A. in 
Modern History, intro
duces us to the fascinating 
world of Western Classi
cal Music and tlie vital role 
the conductor plays in it. 

modified this arrangement. A 
good example is the 
Philaharmonia Orchestra of 
London under Otto Klemperer 
(from 1959 to 1973) which had 
its woodwinds brought forward 
and the violins divided on both 
sides. 

My next step is to provide 
the reader with a definition of a 
'conductor'. The Groves Dic
tionary of Music and Musicians 
gives us the following defini

tion: 'The director of musical performance 
who by means of visible gestures tries to 
secure unanimity both of execution as well as 
interpretation.' The words 'unanimity both 
of execution and interpretation' here are ex
tremely important. Until as late as 1820's the 
former aspect of conducting was considered 
the primary function of the conductor. Thus 
modern conducting is little more than a cen
tury old and though some sort of 'leading' 
was practiced previously it amounted to little 
more than the beating of time^ to keep a body 
of musicians together. Although there is no 
definite evidence there must have been some
body beating time for a Greek choir. Horace 
must have been doing that for maidens and 
youths in Roman times, and no doubt there 
were some time beating among the trouba
dours (wandering minstrels) of the middle 
ages. From the Renaissance period onwards 
we find from paintings and sculptures the 
existence of a time-beater. He had several 
methods: waving of a handkerchief or a roll 
of paper or stamping down with a heavy staff. 
The 'audible' methods of time beating must 
have been rather disconcerting for the musi
cians and had their share of casualties, kc-
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cording to a famous story Jean Baptiste Lully 
(1632-1687), court composer of Louis XIV, 
died after a particularly inspired performance 
when he accidentally stumped his time beat
ing staff on his foot! Contemporary sources 
say that it went right through resulting in a 
fatal gangreous wound. 

For most of the 18th century few conduc
tors worked together with the orchestra. One 
was the violinist who was in charge of the 
orchestra, the other, known as a conductor, 
was in charge of the rhythmic function from 
the key board^ .This person set tempo (speed), 
orchestra and singers, beat time"* with one or 
both hands when not busy providing melo
dies or harmonies and was expected to save 
the day when things went wrong. Naturally, 
with this division of command, confusion 

commanding personality he would hold un
questioned authority. Johann Sebasti an B ac h, 
Handel, Gluck, Mozart and Haydn were all 
good conductors, the majority preferring to 
conduct from the keyboard. Infact, the genre 
of composer-conductor in this century fore
shadowed events of the 19th century when 
most of the top conductors were composers 
and vice-versa, reaching its climax in Gustav 
Mahler (1860-1911). 

Beethoven, who was the colossal giant 
with one foot in the classical world and the 
other in the Romantic, bridged the music of 
the two centuries but was for obvious rea
sons, a bad conductor. Due to his deafness 
Beethoven conducted 'within' his mind and 
after the first performance of the monumen
tal 9th symphony he had to be 'shown' the 

= " = ^ 

was a real danger. There were several strik
ing exceptions, however, a strong minded 
composer would dictate terms to the orches
tra. As a composer his musical credentials 
would have to be impeccable and if he had a 

applause because the orchestra had finished 
playing while the composer was still con
ducting! As the contralto^ Caroline linger 
asked the maestro to turn around and receive 
the ovation the audience stood up with the 
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sudden realization tiiat Beethoven could not 
hear a bar of the music played and the great 
master was appearing in public for the last 
time. 

A contemporary of Beethoven, the com
poser Louis Spohr (1784-1859) is credited 
with the first use of a baton in a concert, 
having previously weilded a violin and a roll 
of paper. Both the paper roll and the baton 
had the advantage of silence in execution and 
'why didn't we think of it before?' must have 
been the general reaction after the initial 
shock. This method proved so successful that 
Spohr wrote that since then no man was seen 
conducting from a piano and -the truimph of 
the baton as a decisive time -beater was 
assured. 

Spohr was followed by Carl Maria von 
Weber (1786-1826) and Felix Mendelssohn 
(1809-1847) among others, both of whom 
were excellent conductors, aitough with 
markedly different styles. Weber was a man 
of the theatre and most of his conducting was 
in the opera house. He was a hard taskmaster, 
demanding the highest standards in Prague 
and Dresden. Quiet and undemonstrative with 
a clear and precise beat, Weber reorganised 
the orchesta's position into something like 
the modern seating pattern. Mendelssohn's 
conducting had much the same characteris
tics as his music; a light but essentially clas
sical touch of a firm person who believed in 
friendliness and teamwork. Unfortunately, 
both Weber and Mendelssohn did not enjoy 
long lives and it was left to Berlioz and 
V/agner to lay down the principles of con
ducting many of which are still valid. 

By the middle of the 19th century con
ducting had come a long way from simple 
time beating. Words that are so common 
today, Solti's Wagner, Karajan's Beethoven, 
Toscanini's Brahms, came into vogue. The 
musical world began to accept the fact that 
there are more than one authentic way of 
interpreting music, each conductor's vision, 
being essentially his own view of the work 
and hence, unique. 

In the late 19th century a new brigade of 
conductors appeared on the scene comple
menting the traditional composer-conductor. 
Hans von Billow was probably the first of this 
breed, the virtuoso conductor, and during his 
lifetime (1830-1894) he trained several oth
ers to follow him, the most notable bcini.' 
Richard Strauss and Hans Richter (1843-
1916). During his own lifetime Mahler's great
ness as a conductor was unquestioned though 
most people thought his compositions a trifle 
neurotic to say the least. The purely interpre
tative conductors were begining to dominate 
the scene by the turn of the century, Toscanini 
(I867-I957) being the greatest of them all. 
True, many of them like Felix Weingartner 
(1863-1942) and Otto Klernperer were also 
composers but they were exceptions and in 
any case their music has failed to establish 
itself in the permanent repertoire. From the 
time of von Billow interpretative conducting 
has been on the rise and in this century has 
been raised to the level of a special art with a 
formal fundamental technique. 

Now, fortified with a brief knowledge of 
the history of conducting 1 propose to guide 
the reader through the most important section 
of my essay, i.e. the art of modem conduct
ing. Going back to the Groves Dictionary 
definition of the conductor, it is quite obvi
ous that the fate of a particular piece of music 
lies in the hands of the conductor. His duty is 
to present to the listener the best aspects of 
the music, emphasizing its finer points, smooth
ing out the rough edges if any without spoil
ing the basic flow of music and keeping true 
(more or less) to the orginal 'text' In perform
ing this Herculean task the conductor is con
cerned with three entities, namely the com
poser and his music, the particular ensemble 
of musicians (choral or orchestral) and his 
own character (both musical and general). 

The composer is the first consideration of 
the conductor. As an interpreter he thor
oughly studies the music of the composer :-

(a) He determines the mood of the music. 
This results from a combi nation of the rhythm. 
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melody, harmony, form, dynamics and gen
eral tone 'colour' of the composition. 

(b) The style and the period in which the 
music was written is examined in detail along 
with a minute biography of the composer and 
comments of his contemporaries. 

(c) He fathoms the real meaning and the 
emotional levels contained in the composi
tion. Aftei- all, the composer's only means of 
commnnication is through a fixed set of sym
bols that can never convey fully the desires of 
the composer. The conductor thus, has to 
read between the lines. 

(d) He studies and analyses the score, 
considering each phrase'' and voice part*̂  
seperately an in relation to other parts, thus 
determining where the composer has best 
expressed himself and where he has placed 
particular emphasis. 

Most modern conductors have a wide rep
ertoire and theirstudy of the music of various 
composers enables them to widen their in
ventories still further. There is of course, an 
oppurtunistic idea behind this study. For ex
ample, many a music critic has groaned at the 
prospect ofreviewing yet another Beethoven 
cycle of symphonies, with such an abun
dance of good performances readily avail
able. Record companies are reluctant for the 
same reason. Unusual pieces, therefore, has 
much to recommend for themselves. The 
musicians and the conductor can go through 
them like great voyages of discovery and the 
music companies can show greater willing
ness to record these works with fair market 
prospects. Having given the reader this 
'shrewd' insight I go on to the next concern 
of the conductor, the orchestra. 

Dealing with the members of an orches
tra, is an exacting art, for human relation
ships are always tricty. Sometimes there arc 
in the orchestra, one of more conductor bait
ers who love to test the conductor. Franz 
Strauss, father of the composerRichard Strauss 
was a supreme example of this breed. Herr 
Strauss aliorn player in the orchestra summed 
up his philosophy in these memorable words 

; 'You conductors who are so proud of your 
power! When a new man faces the orchestra 
— from the way he walks up the steps of the 
podium and opens his score — before he even 
picks up his baton — we know whether he is 
the master or me! 

Here, the personality and the musicianships 
of the conductor along with a keen psycho
logical insight into the minds of the musi
cians enables him to bend them to his will. 
Prof. Raymond Elliott^ has descriped the 
ideal conductor as a pleasant, patient yet firm 
person who inspires his musicians to give off 
their best. This is however, rarely the case. 
Many conductors are unpleasant people to 
work with, some of whom being downright 
sadistic. Handel, on one occasion grabbed 
the soprano Luzzoni and threatened to throw 
her out of the windowd (and we all know the 
height of baroque buildings to imagine the 
result) for refusing to sing and aria"^. Gluck 
(1714-1787) was much worse. He made his 
players repeat passages endlessly until he 
was satisfied and on one occasion, as the 
story goes, brought down adouble bass player 
and his instrument on the floor by creeping 
upon him and administering a vicious pinch 
to his calf. 

Anyhow after estableshing a basic rapport 
with the orchestra, the conductor confirms 
his fundamental problems. His first task is to 
sustain the interst of his players in music 
which is often over-familiar to them. He has 
to communicate to the players his own ideas 
about a particular piece of music and through 
rehearsal s to contri ve at a coherent expession. 
Sir Thomas Beecham was once rehearsing 
Techaikovsky's 'Pathetique' symphony, a 
very familiar piece for his orchestra. He is 
supposed to have began with 'Ah! the 
'pathetique' let us see what me can do to 
cheer it up' . With such off the cuff remarks 
the conductor proceeded to work up the play
ers to the concert level. It must be remem
bered that the members of the orchestra are 
after all human and repeated rehearsal will 
reduce actual performance to a drudgery. 
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Thus, during rehearsal, the conductor has to 
'tune' the orchestra only so that it is 'fresh' 
and eager to take risks during actual perfor
mance. 

Balancing the orchestra and others (the 
chorus and the soloists) is an important task 
for the conductor. The chorus in a perfor
mance is usually behind the orchestra and the 
soloists in front, adjacent to the conductor's 
podium. Only if he can distinguish each note 
and voice part is the conductor satisfied. 
Leopold Stokowski (principal conductor of 
the Philadelphia 1912-1938)used to get around 
this problem by initially havting his assistant 
conduct during rehearsals while he judged 
the sound from the back of the hall. 

Having achieved optimum balance, the 
conductor can now enfold to the listener the 
hidden beauties of both the music and the 
orchestra, the former through sympathetic 
interpretation and the latter by drawing atten
tion to its vital living personality. This brings 
me to the last of his concerns; his own char
acter — musical and otherwise. 

The modern conductor is usually familiar 
with the instruments of the orchestra and 
very usually a virtuso player himself. Sir 
Georg Solti, Viladimir Ashkenazy, Daniel 
Barenboim (all pianists) ; Pablo Casals and 
Mstislav Rustro povich (both cellists) and Sir 
Yehudi Menuhin and Nevile Marriner (both 
violinists) are good examples. He is well 
versed in musicial theory and history with a 
keen ear that distinguishes every note. His 
major weapon is the baton (the technique of 
which is beyond the scope of this essay) with 
which he indicates time. It is held in the right 
hand with the left controlling the dynamics of 
the sound produced by the ensemble. Its 
function is to illustrate crescendo" and di
minuendo ' 2, to shape phases, to give leads to 
individuals or a group and if necessary to 
convey a warning or cancel a false entry. 

Not every conductor uses a baton and 
stick technique is not all important. Hugh 
Magguire in 'Orchestra' is quoted as saying 
'one looks at the conductor, the whole man. 

The message comes from the balls of the feet, 
right through to the top of the head, not just 
what he does with his hands.' Toscanini and 
Beecham had remarkable eyes, musicians 
saying that each of them imagined the mae
stro was looking at him. Gustav Mahler was 
once asked as to why he never grew a beard 
and replied that as a conductor he could not 
allow any foliage to come between his play
ers and his musical (facial !) experssion. 

Ultimately I would like to give Professor 
Elliott's definition of the conductor who (in 
one sentence) should be a musician a 
psychologist and an organiser possessing all 
of 'those personal qualities that pleasantly 
cause others to do his will. 

As a short epilogue I would like to return 
to Beethovens 9th symphony by Muti. One 
hopes in the future EMI and Music India will 
give us better interpretations from such ac
knowledged masters asToscanini,Klemperer, 
Karajan, Bernstein and Giulini or 'pediod' 
performance by Hogwood or Harnoncourt. 
To use a familiar Hollywood paralnce — 'It 
would be a whole new ball game.' 

NOTES 

1. Beethoven's 9th symphony — My reasons for 
choosing this piece are two fold, (a) It happens to 
be a personal favourite and (b) It is readily 
available in the city. 

2. Time — fundamental rhythemical patterns of 
music eg. a walz (3/4 time) = 3 4th notes to the 
bar. 

3. Keyboard — the piano and its ancestors the 
harpsichord, clavichord etc. 

4. Beethoven — Kept track of the music with the 
forte's (loud notes) shouting 'louder louder!' as 
they were the only notes he could hear. 

5. Contralto — the lowest of the range of female 
voices. 

6. Tempo- speeds 
7. Phase — short section of composition into which 

the music whether vocal or instrumental seems 
naturally to form. It is thus an inexact term. 

8. Voice parts — several strands of music in har
mony with each other. 

9. Professor Raymond Williams — Fundamentals 
of Music. 

10. aria — Italian for air — Icnghthy and well devel
oped vocal piece for soloist or group of soloists. 

11. Crescendo — gradual increase in loudness 
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THE CHARTER, THE DECLARATION 
AND THE GENDER QUESTION 

The year 1975 should perhaps 
be reckoned as a memorable 

year since it happenied to be the 
International Women's Year as 
well as the midpoint of the Sec
ond U.N. Development Decade. 
All governmental and private 
agencies the world over were urged 
by this august body to examine 
the extent lo which women have 
been 'integrated in the total development' of 
their own countries. The International Women's 
Year likewise has been.characterised by a 
call for intensified action on the part of dif
ferent nation-states to promote equality be
tween men and women and to ensure at the 
same time full integration of their women
folk in the scheme of total national develop
ment. They have been requested to take cog
nizance of the importance of women's in
creasing contribution towards the develop
ment of the friendly states as much as coop
eration among states and to ensure their in
volvement in the strengthening of world peace. 
All member-states and interested organisations 
have been asked to adopt suitable steps for 
the full realization of the rights of women and 
their advancement on the basis of the Decla
ration on the Elimination of Discrimination 
Against Women. 

Article 8 of the U.N. Charter does away 
with all manner of sex discriminations in the 
matter ofwomen participating in its principal 
and subsidiary organs. The U.N. however, 
was not slow to recognize the disma! fact that 

Ashok Mustafi, profes
sor of Political Science, 
discusses the role of the 
U.N. in the emancipa
tion ofwomen. 

despite some progress hav
ing been achieved by states 
in the business of legal equal
ity of women, discrimina-
toiy attitudes, belief and ]>rac-
tices persist even now as a 
way of life over a large slice 
of the globe. In fact the In
ternational Women's Year has 
been observed to enthuse 

states of the world to abolish ali discrimina
tory laws and prejudices and to help wonsen 
to realise their full potential. The interna
tional community could only hope to set a 
modeLto be followed in this direction only if 
men and women with education and initia
tive rise to the challenge. As a matter of fact 
a new era for women has dawned for further
ing the scope of their increasing participation 
in thejobofdevelopmentoftheir country and 
at once of creating a better world. It should, 
however, be conceded that quite a number of 
women-victims of age-old injustice and op
pression-are largely unaware of the exist
ence of all their rights in various parts of the 
world. 

The U.N. to be sure, is solemnly commit
ted to the goal of equal rights of men and 
women as per its proclamation in the U.N. 
Charter and Declaration of Human Rights. 
Through its numerous international instru
ments it has urged universal recognition of 
women's equal rights in law and fact as also 
exploring all possible ways of offering them 
equal opportunities for the exercise of their 
genuine rights upon its member-states. These 



member-states have in their turn pledged 
universal respect for and observance of hu
man rights without distinction of race, sex 
and religion. 

The Commission on the Status of Women 
in 1970 recommended to the General Assem
bly a programme of concerted international 
action for the advancement of women and 
adoption of general objectives and setting 
minimum targets for phased national action 
in this regard. The General Assembly in its 
turn adopted a strategy to integrate women in 
its total development effort through the unani
mous adoption of the Declaration on the 
Elimination ofDiscrimination Against Women 
in November ! 967, after four years of debate 
and drafting by the commission on the status 
of women. Such a Declaration was overdue 
in view of the fact that 'there continues to 
exist at present considerable discrimination 
against women for ail the Charters and Dec
laration of Hunicin Rights'. 

The Preamble to the said declaration (a) 
reaffirms faith in the dignity and worth of 
human persons and in the equal rights of men 
and women, (b) views discrimination as in
compatible with human dignity and welfare 
of the family and society, preventing female 
participation on equal terms with men, and 
finally reminds us about the great contribu
tions made by women in social, economic 
and cultural life of people in the different 
countries of the world. The Preamble would 
seek to draw upon women's full services and 
talents for development work. It expresses 
the firm conviction that the full and complete 
development of a country, the welfare of the 
world and the cause of the world peace all 
urgently require the maximum participation 
of both the sexes in all fields of activity. 
Article I of the Declaration looks upon dis
crimination against women as an offence 
against human dignity itself. Article II urges 

nondiscrimination and equal legal rights of 
the sexes to be ensured through state consti
tutions and international instruments of the 
U.N. Article III stands for educating national 
opinion adequately towards the eradication 
of sex prejudice. Article IV ensures equal 
rights for women for voting in elections and 
referendums and holding public offices. Ar
ticle V would accord the same right to women 
as men to acquire, change or retain national
ity. Article VI speaks of equal marital status, 
free choice of spouse and equal legal prop
erty rights for women. It would prohibit child 
marriage and impress upon parents equal 
rights and duties in respect of children. It 
would not, however, speak of destroying the 
unity and harmony of the family as the unit of 
society. Article VII would like to do away 
with all previous discriminatory penal codes. 
Article VIII speaks of legislation to restrict 
all fonns of traffic in women. Article IX 
would enjoin equal rights to education on 
both men and women. Article X envisages 
equal rights in the field of social and eco
nomic life whereas Article XI suggests timely 
implementation of the principles of the Char
ter and the Declaration of Human Rights on 
the part of all concerned states. 

The Commission on the Status of Women, 
in order to achieve its broad objective, aims 
at spreading knowledge and understanding 
of the Declaration throughout the length and 
breadth of the world. It comes out with a call 
to those who are concerned for a speedy end 
to discriminatory laws and social norms. 

It is useful to point out that the Commis
sion on the status of Women at its eighth 
Session in 1963 adopted a resolution which 
took account of'the great importance of com-
inunity development in stimulating the ad
vancement of women.' The commission fur
ther requested the Secretary General of the 
U.N. to prepare a report on 'the participation 
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of women in community development and 
the possibility of increasing the scope and 
extent of their contribution.' Participation of 
women included in vol vement in programmes 
of education and training, of economic de
velopment, of raising the level of living and 
social service by women. Suggested ways in 
which community development could add to 
the status of women included those aimed at 
raising their civic, political, economic, pro
fessional and social status. Particular atten
tion should be focussed on the role of women 
in relation to other members of the commu
nity. Formulation of the suitable policy at the 
national levels and appropriate action by gov
ernment and non-government bodies are 
needed in order to ensure greater participa
tion of women in meaningful community 
development. With this end in view we have 
to devise adequate programme for enlisting 
the support and cooperation of women in 
such programmes directed towards their home, 
educational opportunities, leadership possi
bilities, economic development and cultural 
participation. 

However the fact remains that only a few 
of the existing international instruments on 
Human Rights of the U.N. seem to be binding 
upon all the states, though the world forum is 
committed to the idea that equality of politi
cal rights of women is a complement to the 
similar equality in their social and cultural 
rights. In spite of the fact that the Commis
sion on Women Status receives yearly report 
ofconditionsofwomen in different countries 
of the world, some of the U.N. covenants 
have not been ratified by some of the coun
tries as yet (India not excepted). The U.N. as 
a matter of fact sought to launch in 1968 a 
long-range programme for the advancement 
of women as an integral part ofthe Decade of 
Development with special emphasis on edu
cational and employment opportunities of 

women. It is interesting to observe in this 
connection that the Economic Charter of 
Human Rights has been adopted towards the 
close of 1974. The Declaration of Human 
Rights stipulates through article 16/1 that 
men and wonen are entitled to equal rights as 
to marriage and through article 23/2 that 
every one without discrimination has the 
right to equal pay for equal work. Article 8 of 
the Declaration reads, significantly enough-
'every one has the right to an effective rem
edy for the competent national tribunal'— for 
trying out cases involving violation of rights 
given him, by law or the constitution. This 
stipulates unilateral reference to global tribu
nals as well as concerned national reference 
bodies of cases involving violation of Human 
Rights. This reinforces the case for constitut
ing a regional court of Human Rights, say in 
Asia, as well. 

The problem facing us is of closing the 
unfortunate gap between constitutional pledges 
and international instruments. The big ques
tion is what is the real and effective guarantee 
of the social rights of women in the relatively 
backward countries of the world and how to 
stabilise the universally accepted system of 
rights on the national plane.Really speaking 
the success ofthe U.N. efforts for improving 
the status of women will depend ultimately 
on the political atmosphere within the U.N. 
itself as much as on the relative effectiveness 
ofthe U.N. Declaration of Human Rights as 
a whole. A great deal will also hinge on the 
degree of excellence of performance of the 
functional agencies ofthe U.N. as well as of 
other independent agencies in the matter of 
realising legitimate rights of women. There 
is also the imperative need for speedily incor
porating clauses ofthe Declaration into the 
respective Municipal Laws.We have to think 
hard in the matter of educating the people of 
the world and facilitating proper communi-
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cation across the continents on tliis. Propa
gating the cause of women's rights thorugh 
informal and private agencies effectively 
throughout the length and breadth of the 
universe is also called for. A thorough change 
of priorities at the national levels is moreover 
urgently needed if we mean to better the lot of 
women folk. It is a pity that full potentialities 
of national constitutions are not exploited 
today to approximate to the goal of Human 
Rights. We should realise that it is not quite 
possible to reinforce democratic movements 
in the world today without special efforts to 
draw the mass of women into it. The fight 
against social oppression of women and the 
efforts at improving their social status (ex
cepting holding seminars and exhibitions) 
should go hand in hand and all in the interest 
of international peace and solidarity. In a 
world which has grown smaller in dimen
sion, we cannot conceive of women's progress 
in isolation from world peace or the estab
lishment of independence and socialism for 
all people. 

The theoretical foundations for positive 
U.N. action in furtherance of the status of 
women all over the world could really be said 
to have been with the adoption of the U.N. 
charter itself, in Sanfransisco, as early as 
1945. Of course it is true that there had been 
nothing like a final or acceptable agreement 
in the U.N. circular as regards some vexed 
questions, such as the definition and a scope 
of the rights of women. The U.N. Commis
sion on Human Rights set up in 1946 with 
Mrs. Elanor Roosevelt as its chairperson, 
was therefore broadly committed to a 
programme which included as its chief aims 
(a) equal educational opportunities for women 
at all levels (b) equal employment opportuni
ties for the womenfolk the world over. There 
were means to combine Women's responsi
bilities of the family with those of the profes

sion. Since its inception the Commission 
undertook to work in a sustained manner to 
ensure increasing participation on the part of 
women in sphere of social and political ac
tivities in all countries mainly as a matter of 
duty. Actually a number of important inter
national instruments haxe been created in 
quick succession on the recommendation of 
the U.N. Commission on Human Rights 1948 
in order to do away with all kinds of irksome 
disabilities and oudious discriminations that 
traditionally bedevilled the path of women in 
different parts of the world. The most recent 
instrument of some significance had been, of 
course, the Declaration on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women, approved by 
the General Assembly on November 7, 1967. 
Incidentally, the U.N.O. sought in 1968, in 
persuanceofthe UNESCO propsoal accepted 
in 1966, an action-oriented effective 
programme for the advancement of women 
as an integral part of the Decade of Develop
ment. 

It is interesting to observe in passing that 
i 974 was declared by the UNESCO possibly 
to focus world attention on the Women ques
tion vis-a-vis peace, development and equalety 
as the 'International Women's year'. Of spe
cial significance to those who seem con
cerned is the Economic Charter of Human 
Rights which was adopted towards the close 
of this very year. It is thus only in the fitness 
of things that we should try to analyse in 
depth the role of the Declaration of Human 
Rights in relation to the status of Women. It 
is useful to keep track of the progress regis
tered so far in this line since the setting up of 
the U.N. Commission on the Status of Women 
in February, 1947. Wojuen's rights are how
ever bound up with the larger issue of human 
rights and this is the salutory lesson we learn 
from a study of ILN. endeavours in this 
direction so far. 
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It is interesting to point out that the pre
amble to the Declaration emphasises 'The 
recognition of the dignity and of the equal 
and inalienable rights of all members of the 
human family as the foundation of freedom, 
justice and peace in the World'. It also refers 
to 'equal rights of men and women' as also to 
the 'dignity and worth of the human person'. 
Articles I, II, III, VI, and VII guarantee to
gether the enjoyment of civil rights including 
equal dignity, liberty, security of person and 
equality before law to all men and women. 
Articles IV and V, though negative ones, 
forbid that 'no person shall be held in slavery' 
and 'no one shall be subjected to torture or to 
cruel inhuman or degrading treatment or pun
ishment'. Articles VIII and XXVIII consti
tute remedial clauses like reference to 'com
petent national tribunals' and 'the right to 
social and international orders in which rights 
and freedoms can be fully realised'. Regard
ing the inviolability of private families. Ar
ticles XII and XVI appear to be effective 
safeguarding clause. Regarding economic 
rights. Articles XVII and XXIII prohibit dep
rivation of property and ensure the right to 
work. Besides Article XXII guarantees the 
right to social security and Article XXV, the 
standard of living for the well being of the 
family as also the right to security in the event 
of widowhood, old age, sickness or disabil
ity. ArticleX?CV states that'all children whether 
born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the 
same social position'. Also Article XXVII of 
the same Declaration ensures freedom of 
participation for all in the cultural life of the 
community whereas Article XXVI promises 
the right to free education for everyone. Fi
nally, Article 29 significantly enjoins on all 
men or women, 'duties to the community' 
through which alone full and free develop
ment of one's personality seems possible. 

The United Nations had tried to ensure for 

women folk their legitimate rights not merely 
through incorporating relevant provisions in 
the Charter and the Declaration, but also 
through enlisting the active assistance of a 
number of instrumentalities like U.N. Com
mission on Human Rights, different conven
tions, the UNESCO, the ILO and some other 
independent auxiliary agencies. Incidentally 
the I.L.O. today is in a position to render 
substantial assistance in the matter of pro
moting equal rights and opportunities for 
women in the economic sphere. Ensuring 
them a fair measure of social protection is, 
however, not deemed to be enough; at the 
moment; a vigorous process of socialisation 
of women, so it is felt keenly, should also be 
undertaken. 

With regard to improving the status of 
women on a total scale mention must be made 
of the Convention for Recognition of the 
political Rights of Women ratified by a large 
proportion of governments set up by the Gen
eral Assembly on December 20, ] 952. In 1957, 
29th January, the General Assembly adopted 
a Convention on the Nationality of Married 
Women — rather a ticklish issue, interna
tionally speaking. It stipulated that women 
need not take the nationality of their hus
bands and in any case their nationality would 
not be affected either by divorce or their 
husbands changing their own. The U.N. con
vention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum 
Age of Marriage, Regtstiation of Marriage 
etc. adopted by the General Assembly was a 
significant one, in that it served as a way out 
for some of the most complicated familiar 
problems facing women in all parts of the 
globe. More than a mere casual reference 
should now be made to the Convention for 
the Suppression of Traffic in Women and 
Children and of Women Fullage concluded at 
Geneva in September 1921 and subsequently 
amended on 12th November, 1947. The con-
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vention on the Suppression of Traffic in per
sons and Exploitation of Prostitutes, adopted 
on the 21st March, 1950 urgently calls for a 
detailed and serious study in view of social 
disorganisation and exploitation on a wide 
scale. The universal moral rights of women 
have indeed become a matter of serious inter
national action. The Human Rights aspect of 
Family Planning is a thing well worth deserv
ing our interest at present as an allied docu
ment. We should rather do well to remember 
in this connection that in 1964 a seminar was 
organised in Rome on the Status of Wife 
under Family Laws and in 1963 this subject 
was discussed at length at Bogota. It is per
haps pertinent to observe that in January, 
1957 a U.N. Sub-Convention considered typi
cal cases of the rights of people out of wed
lock. The U.N. resolution on the Soviet Spouses 
of Foreign Nationals passed by the General 
Assembly in 1948 was, it should be pointed 
out in essence, a human rights demand. This 
resolution had in view the basic object of 
preserving the essential rights of those spouses 
unable to leave the Soviet Union and their 
foreign husbands and wives. 

II 
The conclusion that emerges inevitably 

from an analysis of the various conventions 
concluded by the U.N. and of some definite 
steps taken by it on matters relating to the 
meaningful freedom for women is that it 
concerns itself not merely with the political 
but also with the socio-cuitural aspects of the 
problems concerning the fair sex. Evidently 
the U.N. seems committed to the idea that 
equality of political rights of women is the 
very pre-requisite for their equality in the 
sphere of social and cultural rights. The two 
have been generally recognised as compli
mentary objectives to be pursued progres
sively by this world forum. 

It is appropriate to mention in this connec
tion that the Women's International Demo
cratic Federation (born in Paris in 1946) at its 
Copenhagen Congress in 1953, formulated 
an earlier Declaration. It was a sort of rally
ing call for the suffering and struggling wom
enfolk in the world to establish their identi
ties as human beings. This Declaration draw 
pointed attention of the delegates present to 
the grim fact that women happened to be the 
victims of a double exploitation—on the one 
hand, domestic drudgery and on the other 
labour in factories. It seems that the sponta
neous adoption of such a Declaration on an 
unofficial level has its own distinct merits. 
This is not to belittle, however, the semi
legal impact the U.N. Declaration might have 
on the growing number of member-states in 
the world. 

It is generally conceded by forward look
ing people that apart from holding seminars, 
conventions and exhibitions, the U.N. should 
dedicate this last quarter of the 20th Century 
to the cause of the emancipation of the human 
mind from false notions about sex, race, 
caste, colour, creed etc. Sexual differentia
tion, it should be remembered, transforms 
itselfs finally into an oudious form of social 
classification. The failure of the recentMexico 
conference is ascribed to the fact that prima
rily it is an upper-class affair. An in depth 
global campaign is thus necessary for 
harmonising and democratising public opin
ion in different countries in favour of fighting 
all forms of vested interests and exploitation. 
In fact we should realise that the whole issue 
is linked up with the conscious and positive 
elimination of coloniation and racialism. The 
principal means of bringing about harmony 
between the sexes and ensuring world peace 
at once is through effecting a human standard 
of living and ameaningful education—through 
building up of unity of action and under-
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standing among all those concerned. Unless 
the proper objective climate is created by 
way of a removal of all kinds of political and 
economic restrictions on the initiative of 
women, the status due to women could never 
be adequately assured. What is needed now 
more than ever, appears to be a thorough 
rejection of a legalistic reformistic formal 
outlook on the part of people who really 
believe in Socialism, Democracy and Secu
larism. It is time indeed to understand that 
women's progress is not possible in isolation 
from the furtherance of world peace or the 
establishment ofindependence.Forall people 

women could gain their objective, particu
larly in today's political and economic condi
tions not simply by an 'anti-man' tirade but by 
building broader unity with organisations 
and forces fighting for democracy, peace and 
friendship among people the world over. It is 
worth our while to bear in mind one of Lenin's 
celebrated observations, in this connection : 
'If women are not drawn into public work, 
into political life, if women are in kitchen 
environment it will be impossible to guaran
tee real freedom, it will be impossible to 
build even democracy, let alone socialism'. 

I l l 
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ELIOT'S PRUFROCK AND 
T A G O R E ' S THAKURDA 

If the spirit of the age moves 
through the works of art, the 

early poems of T.S. Eliot are 
those works through which the 
spirit of his time moves. The 
American-born poet's success 
lies in his authentic picture of 
the society he finds himself in. 
Prufrock, Sweeney or Sosostris 
are the typical products of this 
society. They are in the cul-de-
sac. They are mostly anaemic. 
Courage has bade them fare
well. They have lost the way of 
transcendence, Tagore starts 
right from this point where Eliot stops. In his 
dramatic masterpieces the Indian poet not 
only shows the horror and boredom, not only 
men and women 'sested in the sty of content
ment' but way of salvation also. His Thakurda 
or Bisu Pagol stand contrasted with Eliotesque 
characters. They lead the way to heaven, 
hidden in this ugly society itself. 

In one of his essays 'Baudlaire', Eliot says, 
'so far we are human what we do must be 
either evil or good .... and it is better in a 
paradoxical way to do evil than todo nothing. 
At least, we exist' The characters of Eliot's 
early poems should be measured by this scale. 
Eliot picks up his remarkable and revolution
ary character from the hundreds and thou
sands of Prufrocks he comes across every-

\day. A typical product of his society .Prufrock 
/has lost the 'Courage to be.' He is acutely 
conscious of his middle aged appearence— 

Bidyut Banerjee, doing 
his M.A. in English, 
Compares Eliot and 
Tagc^re's attitude to
wards the time they lived 
in and finds Tagore ca
pable of transcending 
the viscious circle of 
despair from which 
Eliot never escapes 

his baldness and thinness: 
'Time to turn back and de

scend the stair 
With a bald spot in the 

middle of my hair-He realizes 
that he lacks the necessary 
strength to force the moment 
to its crisis. Hence this recoil 
from decisive present action : 
'so how should I presume?' 

Tagore drew the picturie of 
ever-present Thakurda well 
before Eliot arrived in this arena. 
In his dance dramas, such as 
Achalayatan (^FSTTTf^^ .̂ 

Falguni C F f ^ ) or Sharodotsav ("rmwr^^-^) 
bonhomous Thakurda stands as an antilhisi; 
to the Eliotisque characters, discussed abo\ c. 
Unlike Prufrock he has learnt not to worry 
aboutage: as in Sharodotsav he says: ' ^ fw 
\8?M TfvST CfPT Wri^ T(K^ ftCf^ 2fm 

n*8t*f n*Bm ^mM ^mf^ ^w ^m i' 
While Prufrock recoils fatally from real 

experience, Thakurda with a nose for noise 
jumps into the fray sans a second thought. In 
Arupratan (̂ sî 'f̂ ^s f̂) he shoulders the re
sponsibility of awakening the youths : in his 
own words — 'H^IHC^" WT^ f ^ wRwjf^ l' 
Again in Achalayatan he turns ihe table by 
firstly moulding Panchak - ,i pupil of this 
dead institution — in his own shape and 
secondly by breaking down at the (ag end of 
the drama the wall of that dark house, as he 
proudly says : '«TT (7^ f'B^ *lbs1li)vi)W "^m 
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Eliot's poems centres upon the want of this 
'storm of strife' i^rvfft-^^ C^HWRT^W) % In 
his The Hollow Men we have some 'stuffed 
men. Leaning together, Headpiece filled with 
straw.' Their world is a dying world, doomed 
to extinction. Unlike Thakiirda and his boys, 
who put their shoulders to the wheel to usher 
in a new era, those hollow men want to be left 
in their 'cactus land' — 'behaving as the 
wind behaves' — that is acted upon instead 
of acting. 

II 

In his Falgiini, Tagore brings a character 
namely Jibon Sardar. He sets the ball of the 
boys' enthusiasm rolling. They .set out in 
quest of that old man, whom others arc afraid 
of. In fact, .libon Sardar is another facet of 
Thakurda, who.se sole aim is to bring cheer to 
the dying ember. In Sahiij Palm (1914) Tagore 
wrote : '^^ CSTiWrn ^W Fr?it|Tll ^^?n, '^'i\ 

•5t^ •-••'.?[, ^?r^ ^ tc^ ^IT;^ ... (7^ (7\ f^ 

^ m ^ ¥ r ?rff%^ CTir ' ^ i ^ - ^ s m ^TI I ' 
With his help the boys break out the .shackles 
of society with a meaningful song on their 
l i p s : ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ?r?c?i rjrirr ^sT^rsn '̂̂ J ^i^ T 
They claim themselves to be evil persons 
indulging in evil deeds. But this is not to be 
sneezed at either by Tagore or Eliot. This 
song exemplifies what Eliot says in his es.say 
'Baudlaire', quoted above. 

Ill 

The characters we come across in Pn(/iocjt:, 
Tlie Wasteland or The Hollow Men are the 
living dead in the world of everyday life, seen 
through — as Mr. Cleanth Brooks puts it — 
Eliot's 'pessimistic spectacles'. The images 
of these poems are equally 'pessimistic'. 

Priifrock begins with the references to 'ether' 
and 'patient'. The former is the deadener of 
man's volition, and the later is what Prufrock 
identifies himself with. In The Waste Land 
there are continual references to 'stony rub
bish', which is 'cactus land' in The Hollow 
Men. The poet laments for the want of bird's 
song and water in 'What the Thunder Said': 
'If there were water 

And no rock ... 
If there were the sound of water only 
Not the cicada.' 
But in Tagore, the images of bird, rain or 

fountain share the same track with stone or 
desert image. In his dance dramas the images 
of stone and grass are ubiquitous. Though 
conventional, in his works they acquire a 
special significance. Here, grass and green 
leaf symbolize life; while stone and desert — 
death, living death. As in Achalayatan, about 
Panchak — life and courage incarnate — 
Upacharya says : '"̂ tf̂ Ĥ̂ ^ W.^ f% T̂PT 
(M^J^ ! '£\^ (M^ "SumrM ̂ ?I^5W f t ^m 
ff^ ^ ' ^ !' 

Or Thakurda in Arupratan : ''fiCI, TT^ 

fe -mi r 
Again, the King in Raktakarabi (fl̂ <f'?l?f) 

says to Nandini, the damsel who leads the 
way to freedom at the fag end of the drama ; 

'wffvr ^^ 2r^<$ ' i ^ ^ ^ — QSM^ W5 ^ ^ 

wff5[ ' m , ^nf̂  sFT® r 
In Tagore's dramas, the images of rain 

and bird's song usher in a millennium — for 
which Eliot has to wail till /W«n'//e' (1930). In 
Achalayatan Acharya says : ' ^ t CT C^^ >5«T 

Or, a boy in the same drama : '^tff^ ŜT̂P 

^Tf^ c«fwt c*rRt m^'^ r 
In one of his essays. The plays of R.N. 
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Tagore, Mr. Nirinal Mukherjea says: Tagtire' s 
'symbols are vague etheral, at times wooden 
...' Whether this comment is tenable or not, 
let the readers judge. 

In fact, Tagore never loses interest in life, 
neither in man. Far from being pessimistic, as 
Eliot is — according to Mr. Brooks — he is 
able to find heaven in the ugly society itself. 
As he says through his mouthpiece, Bi.su 
Pagol. in Raktukarabi: "f^^^'d Y^ "^^^^ I 

In fact, Tagore sees heaven and lie)I as the 
two sides of the same coin. In one of his 
letters to Manoranjan Banerjea he wrote : 
'Facts-^^ f w Wf̂  ^sm, ^^ ; Truth-^? 
f ^ (?ff̂  ^si^tr # t ^ , C%^ r HisThakurda 
is endowed with the responsibility of making 

us aware of this other side of the coin of life 
— almost the role of Lazaru.s which Prufrock 
recoils from. 

Tagore's dramas (discussed above) are 
written between 1908-1914. the great cre
ative period when Tagore was supposed to 
have been at the height of his powers; as Mr. 
Ernest Ryes thinks — '(then) he was working 
with clarity of vision and complete self assur
ance.' And it is in this period when he draws 
the character of Thakurda with elan, who is 
— in Tagore's own words an abstract and 
brief chronicle of time. Through his eyes 
Tagore sees the dawn in the darkest hour. 
When Eliot only sees 'dry sterile thunder 
without rain' Tagore sees something more in 
it. He sees a silver lining. And, yes, it is at 
least a decade before Eliot. 

I l l 
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sr̂ n? s csiPicvbRm ^^ff%" 

**—l̂ ilytcsrs JH4 ^^^ '^-^«,7i^ 1 

? t l l 1 % , ^ '^^T#T ^nsfJ^H, 

ŝncar WfT^ ^ii%« ̂  I 'i5(.>iRc«iH 

CT^in Wfik W^ ^ money grant-il^ " ^ M R T 

T '̂̂ ni??^ 'no college is superior to the others 

in the eyes of the govt.' ^1 ; ^t1% ^̂ «ri(?T ̂ •i>i{1«f 

T̂TCW, ^ ^ , 'Presidency college now is a 

shadow of the past'. C2rt%5J% ^MiSjW <j\svirr)W 

n̂%an7.̂ FR7f >fC>SrlW «)#ns ^ ... 'though it is 
(Presidency College) now a shadow of the 
past...' I 

catt c^^ ^M '5IW ^ ^ i ^ I ^sf¥ 

•srff̂ Nr cmiwnw, ^ « m '̂ ^fr^f^rar Best-seller 

(JSfm ĈW -'TBt v5?1Wf 5̂r!=Rj ^'HJpf I iĤ r̂qJTM 

CT 4w«.s?fi ^r^rwiltw ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ T t w m'\ 

^f6^ (7P^ ^i:? ! ! ! 

îPfc(.<t>!5t ^ ' 'rai^ ĉ tĉ T 2fr?it ^ w ^ "^ t ® i 

'Sl^ 'm WM cmi I ^ M ^5K ^m, iflRl̂ jC-̂  

^fj^ij ifl%^?r ^?r^ef (?rQTn *i>)^< ^(isit ^sn^stw 

^ JTRra^ ^WT'fTf 1%^ f^Ti c r̂sR 'do we 
need to have apositiveapproach towards life, 
if we want to do something?' CT c?PH n̂:iSf 
TitfFetj 5=ft« '^^WS ĉ lIlffT positive approach ^ 

wretched pessimist CsfP:^ (?rRs\S ŜflW, ^ t ^ ^ 
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^ "^T^ Tsiir ^ ^rar^ 2HDI>STW f̂  ? 

^sit ?iM ' U ? Tr?i — csft%5l%Trmw? ^ 5 ^ 5 % 

est ?rfs[^ ?R liJjTii ^ 1 ^ (^«tw? sit% 4??i? ^1% 
of f--k! b-lls to them) C ^ ^ 4 ^ Ĉ  ^ ^ 

C2lf>it*(*iC« «f^ 5<:?R?̂  (TTt^ CSW 'Presy is 
Presy always ahead' W^ 5?li>f« *,«C '̂( 1 ^at 

C5Tr ?i:5T ^rw ^^5^^, ^sttti^'i^ ^es «lc^ êfT ̂ ^?R 

^ , "stw? wfiX^ ^ n ^ '̂TCsr ^5rw??ft« ^^ra^, 

(il^^^sr ŜTRJITT itC*Ŝ  f m «7^ ^̂ ?T T̂Rf «t^ 

^ ^ 5i:ffijifl^^ 5gfp^ ^ 5 ^ ^ i i ^ c:̂ ?^^ »ftfi«if 4jTf^ 

^siT C^ I T. S. Eliot-^1 "S^ civility ^ 
culture ^ f ?^f^ ^ ^ ^?*f I ® m ^ ^S^ ^ 

^i^if Presidency-snobs I 

5|\»<f!5;5 'EI9/̂ tf̂  ^r»l?:5|? f̂ipftSf >|{1<P|<5 

^^:«w ifij<j»|5j '^ef f ^ ^ ^«ff' irnw 2{̂ [W 

#RM f^n^fw^ ^*ii »rp'Erp«T 2r«R ^ c ^ «r«t^ 1 

«̂f?T iSrW^s^ ^? f̂rf%^ ?%*ff̂ 5t 3^ ^ i }=T^ I 

Hlfiwi) '(xtf^ (st^ff ;̂:3iT 1 i w ^ sjf^ ^srrc^, 
•sin Ĉ R fJptff Jp^Bf ^̂ IW -}^ ^1^ |%| :̂ c5'vG 

Jrf sfRfpT c^K ̂ • ^ 5r̂ =ff%TR ^i:^ ^m:^ m 1 

^ ^ «T3 ^<i'i{.«il*l. 'Be friendly to every body, 

but don't make friends.', îPTĈ T ^!m> •5^ 

'*ii>iw FPT ^^r^ (RiiMW " ^ R i ^ ^ •^rrf̂ iwf ^ K ^ 

xif? #^ef ^^nw^m":! it^^iraT?r j^r^f lwf ^ is 

:jI9f^ xEit̂ rm ^;^ ^ î:==R,: 'Eat, drink and be 

happy, that was his way of life. So what's 

wrong in it?' il^ ^ ^ ^m^ Wfitt ^^<1H<1 ,̂ 

^TO*ff w^ #1<!w<! Tr̂ p f̂i -^wc^ %?t g r s 

CT fes?^ ^'f ^ material comfort-^ SW^n'^ ^T^ 

^^mus Fi%^ Î Risf? ^ r . ^ ^®T^ "sm cm 'S(^ 

— we Presidencians are sorrowfully rvmning 
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out of ideas, '̂ TTsî  ^Rlt ^??T r̂rfŜ  CT R̂7?<r 

•.rf̂ i!;̂ ?̂  5rR?T' I ^ t srUTT ̂  ^csf cK^ f m * [ ^ 

?«T»rr ^̂ FT STOT 3??f, îCT ^ cw?rf s n M £nt% 
^TTI 'Sit 5 r n ? r f ^ >fi<iw<i ^?^?'rT ̂  ^s fTR Tf^M 
c^ fm^ c f e ( M '«rr?raw!^ f ^ I F i t t w r a 
'^^, (Tit ^^pJra ' •^iT.'it ŝrpTtw *!;'^^ JT*! 

i?laW?) e ^ ^ , t̂3f??f?T, Ĉ '̂ iMT \T%T ^WC^'I CT 

tration-ifl? \ ^ J ^ f̂Ĉ s T̂RTR C<^ ?) .̂̂ Tf ' i iw f 
^ r̂5»f w?!"^ »ii1% 4 ^ (Treiu 1 2it^Twr f ^ 

^P5TC^, 'f̂ mifE' wri:E^ m m <Trrr*f̂ |% i ^ ^ "^^s 
j n ^5^ 7̂71 CelW, Tff^^ ^"5??T3T -sl'firR TRJ 

^^5^, 2fj%l^ s-^w^ c5TpR?p •'sj«iT ?p?:̂  w^T w m 

f«RST?r I iJ5^5[ <i#T f^mim l i i ^ ^'^ f'^sf 

-tm C^ ^\ frustrated lot CT '̂=ff ^fR ... 

I ^ . _ J 

ox O 
o 

<=J I? .- y . 

Culture slowly becomes areiic. 

f W ' B '^^^r^ Kf̂ fsS-jT j;\(v^ ^;^; ^S'^^iW 

j?lt%^ ^ ^ fe¥ Cfer OT^STTf — iHW^^ ^«tW 

•7rfvil%r<5 i m ^ ^jx^ "^ t c^ C5#iiv5f^ •^r^rm ? 

^rrafr® 3̂TCT̂  ' iwcM wf*rf •̂ •«f̂ ^ c»r^ •^«rr ^TI , 
'>ffe|% S ^ ^ ^iWf, v J W l f ^ f ^ ^ i M £«fW ^C^r 
^rriT^ '^ c% ?iTfT̂  c ^ , '^i>iw wt*f ^i^f 

'fllT^TR', WT % t ? ^ ^ m ^ ^«M ŜTPUST 

^^sm i "̂=15̂ ^ I ^Win ^ r̂f̂  c^ lilt ^R^rf^i 

C5lfiTC«f̂ ff ^ ^ R ^HWa' t ^ W1TI I W^s^ 
Decadence, Stagnation, Lack of Thought -
provoking Ideas, Fear ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^'^t^ *H 

j%??5f<r -^fv-^ffef ^5R^^?I^ £ f 1 % ^ ^TR I 

Naxalite movement f̂ .TI C ^ f%| f ^ ® ^ 
<p<i(.«i (?R ifl^ TT® ....we have long severed 
our roots in the past,' "srff̂ r ^t^Tt ÎW p̂f?RT 

CT Y - ^ 'fi^ "^ 'TM^- fer ^ i ^ ^TO consum-

"STfVTT̂s ÎTT CT TTO consumerism, '•TTSfTfJ 
^ « I ^ , Declinist school of historians CT^ 
Paul Kennedy-?! ^il^, iT?r%Tĵ  «R>|JC'4 7\v^ 

csiniwr^tc.^ ^T^ ^WT ^?f I â?r̂ 5r a'Tri^ t ^sT i t 
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PLANNING THROUGH 
POPULAR PARTICIPATION 

The Nehru vian model of de 
velopmental planning ini

tiated the planning process in 
Indian body politic. But the 
success rate of these plans re
mained far from the desired 
target. This was mainly due to 
the phenomenon of lack of popu
lar participation in implement
ing different plan.s. As a result, 
the concept of plan does not 
carry much relevance to the 
commoners, for whom, it is 
actually directed and initiated. 
Numerous endeavour in this 
regard like, Five Year plan, 
Ganga Action plan. Family Planning 
Programme, are of no exception. Understand
ing this, the social scientists have come for
ward to initiate the concept of materialising 
developmental planning through the com
mon people, a formulation known as 'Bottomup 
Planning'. Ganga Action plan is one such 
realm, where, this aspect should be high
lighted for proper and meaningful imple
mentation. 

The impact of river Ganga on the overall 
socio-economic life of Indians is enormous. 
Ganga is a part of the history, heritage, cul
ture, civilisation, religion and lifestyle of the 
people of this country. Its impact on the 
material life of Indians is immen.se, as a large 
chunk of the Indian populace is solely depen
dent on the river, as far as their life and 
livelihood isconcerned. Apart from the river's 
emotional impact, it is generally considered 

The rather dismal per
formance of the plan
ning process in India is 
the result of lack of popu
lar participation, says 
Professor Samit Kar of 
the Department of Soci
ology. He suggests that 
the only way to make the 
Ganga Action Plan a 
success is to involve the 
people in the planning 
process. 

lifeline of our country. It drains 
an area of 861,404 square Kin. 
accounting for over 40 percent 
of the irrigated areas and sus
tains 37 percent of the country. 
Appreciating this relevance of 
the river for the life of people 
of India, the Union Govern
ment set about to relieve 0\c 
tremendous pres.sure to which 
the Ganga has been subjected 
over the years. Most of its wa
ter in the upper reaches is di
verted into canals. Untreated 
sewage and industrial eflluents 
are dumped into the river at 

numerous places and the residues of pesti
cides and insecticides used in the farms are 
washed into it. The Government realized that 
the situation, already one of alarming propor
tions, has been further aggravated by defor
estation, resulting in silting, Hoods and iv-: 
duced navigational possiblities. Recognising 
the magnitude of this problem, and realising 
the importance of water quality as a cardinal 
element of river management, the GoveriH 
ment of India, in February 1985 set up the 
Central Ganga Authority for the planning 
and execution of a (imebound programme lo 
prevent the pollution atul erosion of the banks 
of the river. This holistic programme eventu
ally came to be know n as Ganga Action Plan 
(GAP) and was formallv launched at Varanasi 
on 14.June 1986. 

Alter over six years of formal launching 
of the Ganga Action plan, it is now necessary 
to assess the fruill'uliiess of this endeavour. 
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considering the huge expenditure already 
incurred. Suffice it to say, the plan is not 
paying the desired dividend as some very 
important avenues are not being given proper 
and desired attention. As a result, the need of 
the moment is to rethink the whole issue if 
proper return of the expenditure incurred is 
desired by the authorities concerned. 

Before analysing the demerits of Ganga 
Action Plan, one should locate why the river 
assumed so much importance in the life of 
our countrymen. 

Relevance of River Ganga : Firstly, the 
Ganga basin is home to more than 37 percent 
of the population of the counlr\ s. ^ondly, 
the Ganga basin waters and drains 8 states : 
Harayana, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Ben
gal, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Himachal 
Pradesh and Delhi. Thirdly, the Ganga basin 
is extensively cultivated. About 47 percent of 
the total irrigated area in the country is in the 
Ganga basin. Fourthly, a variety of crops are 
raised in the basin ; rice, wheat, sugar cane, 
cotton and jute. Fifthly, more than three-
fourths of the annual rainfall in the Ganga 
basin occurs in the four months from June to 
September. Sixthly, the Ganga has been a 
major source of communications since an
cient times. 

Why Ganga Action Plan : Considering 
the magnitude of the river's importance, the 
Government of India felt that level of pollu
tion of the Ganga should be checked. But 
pollution is not the only problem faced by the 
river. Silting and erosion of the banks are 
equally serious problems and deserve urgent 
remedial action. The Government realised 
that in any river-quality management 
programme, the first step is to identify the 
sources of pollution. The Central Board for 
Prevention and Control of Water pollution 
identified such sources through its exhaus
tive sutdy of the river basin published under 

the 'RiverBasin Series' in 1981. This was the 
first scientific document which formed the 
basis for the Ganga Action Plan. The Centre 
forStudyofMan and Environment (C.S.M.E.), 
located in Presidency College, Calcutta, pre
pared the document based on data collected 
by the West Bengal Pollution Control Board. 
Statistical analyses of water quality data were 
carried out by the Indian Statistical Institute 
(I.S.I.), Calcutta. 

The Ganga Action Plan comprises 262 
schemes estimated to cost about Rs. 260 
crores. These include : construction of elec
tric crematoria, sewage treatment plants, 
lowcost sanitation, building embankments, 
river quality monitoring, etc. But in the whole 
scheme of endeavour, the social aspects of 
the plan are utterly neglected. The work that 
is undertaken is generally civil and structural 
engineering in nature. The goal of Ganga 
Action Plan among others, is to emhance the 
dwelling standard of the people residing on 
the two banks and its adjoining areas of the 
river. But in the total endeavour, the task of 
involving the common people to make the 
plan a long-lasting, viable and penetrative 
one, is totally ingored. 

Why A Rethink is Needed : Experts 
believe that in order to realise the cherished 
aims of the plan, motivational awareness 
should be imparted to the people residing on 
the two sides of the river, so that they can 
transform their lifestyle, behavioral pattern, 
taboos, values, ethos, preceptions, and the 
like, which may not be conducive for further
ing the aims of the Plan. Social Scientists 
believe that unless this can be ensured, the 
Plan cannot achieve its target. 

What Is Needed : For this, audio-visual 
training camps should be set up to impart 
training to the inhabitants dwelling on the 
two sides of the river. Local clubs, represen
tatives of mass organisations and elected 
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bodies like, panchayat and municipalities, 
should be involved so that they can ensure 
that what they learned at the training camps 
are practiced by the people in their daily life. 
As most of the people are illiterate or semilit-
erate, visual exposure is the most effective 
medium to make people conscious about the 
evil-effects of siitation, erosion and pollution 
of the river Ganga. In many cases, it has been 
found that the behavioural pattern of the 
people is such that it serves to pollute the 
river water further through washing clothes, 
dumping garbage, defecation on the banks of 
the river, throwing animal carcasses and half-
burnt and unburnt corpses into the river, etc. 
the people have developed a habit which 
needs to be cured and for this, social aspects 
of the Ganga Action Plan should be properly 
strengthened. It may be mentioned that the 
various Five Year Plans, which were under
taken one after another, have paid poor divi
dends. This was mainly due to the lack of 
involvement of the common people, and as a 
result, these plans remained mere govern
mental endeavours minus peoples' participa
tion. These lacunae has also been noticed in 

the case of Ganga Action Plan. It is now high 
time to involve the common people in the 
endeavour pertaining to Ganga Action Plan 
and thereby attach proper importance to the 
social aspects of the Plan so that it becomes 
more meaningful and effective. 

Importance of this Endeavour : 
Considering the miserable economic scenario 
of our country, it is imperative that the huge 
expenditure being incurred in the name of 
Ganga Action Plan pays richest possible divi
dend. And for this matter, rethinking on the 
implementational pattern of Ganga Action 
Plan is urgently needed. Suffice it to say, 
CSME has started such an endeavour in the 
North 24 Parganas district of West Bengal for 
the last one year and more, and has been able 
to draw wide applause from the concerned 
quarters for its new type of approach of 
"planning through popular participation". The 
Ministry of Environment and Forests, as well 
as, the Minister Shri Kamal Nath himself, has 
praised this effort - which is vowed to open 
up new chapters in the annals of developmen
tal planning in India. 

I l l 
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' I WILL ASK YOU T O TRY A G A I N 
WITH CLEAN HANDS» 

Arkaprabha Deb interviewed by Benjamin Zachariali 

Aikaprablia Deb joined Piesideney College in 1958. graduated in physics in 1962 and completed his M 
Se, in Physics from Caleiitla University in 19(S4. Thereal'ler he began post-graduate training at the Saha 
Institute oC Nuclear Physics, which he had (ogive up when (he (lien direc(or li.D. NagChoudhuri didn't 
allow him to work in the field of his choice — 'he thought I was a Commie' as he puts it. He then taught 
at Kalyani Universiiy from 196? to 1967 when he joined the Indian Administrative Service. 
His first response when 1 asked for an interview u as "Wh) me'.'' 1 liave to confess 1 didn't know the answer 
(o that one — I had conic to him less with a clear idea of u hal I wanted to know than out of a sense of 
curiosity mingled with aecnain awe. Apart from having been considered one of the more brilliant students 
of Physics in a dcpartinent where the embarrassment of riches ensured that that accolade was not easily 
won, he was also the guiding spirit behind Presidency College's Left in the I96()'s. Legend has it that it 
was he who spent a whole evening engineering Asini Chattcrjee's crossover from the PCSO to the SF — 
it look a long time because ^ W was relitctant to join a group of people who did not believe in God. 'God 
is irrelevant, W îTf reportedly told him, 'the point is to change the world.' 
We live in unrcvolutionary times; it is difficult for us to imagine a time when the engineering of a revolution 
could not only be conceived but almost achieved. We have perhaps learnt to pronounce 'Naxalbari' without 
the bitterness and anguish, fear and hatred, it still arouses in the generation preceding ours. The history of 
the movement has begun to be documented with the inevitable gaps and silences associated with the 
recording of events too powerful to be forgotten and too close to be recounted. To those whose living 
memory contains the events, reticence is the best self-defence. Arkaprabha Deb was there at the beginning 
of the beginning, He was elsewhere for the rest of the time. How faraway was elsewhere'? In 1943 if one 
were to have asked a Russian where he had been in 1917 he would probably have said 'Petrograd'. It was 
possible for him to say so with pride. In 1944. no German could have said he had been with Eugen Levine 
in the Munich .Soviet Republic. 
1 don't think 1 succeeded in answering his question in the coinse of the interview. In C|uiel, measured tones 
Arkaprabha Deb gave tiie the reasons why I wanted to interview him. What follows speaks for itself... 

Q ; There are quite a few legends about 
you among your contemporaries ; the fact 
that you were the first in the college to know 
and understand Marx, and to he able to 
communicate his idea': to others. 

A : No, that's an exaggeration. Students 
-.iiior to me were also Marxists, but the first 
Miident's Federation Union, i,e. the first com-
iinnist union was formed by me. I was not 

^ crtainly the first Marxist in Presidency Col
lege, I was only an epigone. There had been 
brilliant Marxists in the college before me 
but they didn't care to organize a movement. 
And legends, you know, are invented by 
friends. 

Q : How is it that earlier Marxists did/i 't 
care to organize ? 

A : Here my answer would be slightly 
rhetorical. My personal experience, in a meta
phorical way was, what Arthur Koestler wrote 
in The God that Failed!' 'I saw my father 
hiding his frayed cuffs under the table. I saw 
swine being drowned while there were starv
ing men to keep the prices up. That made me 
a rebel.' 

To paraphrase Marx, a moribund society 
creates its neurotic gravediggers, 1 was one of 
those neurotic gravediggers. Now I am not a 
gravedigger but I continue to be neurotic. I 
suppose those brilliant persons who had been 
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Marxists earlier didn't have the personal ex
perience of squalor which made me ctctive as 
a rebel. 

At that time — you' II laugh at nie if I say 
so — I thought that society could be reorga
nized on a rational basis, as Trotsky said. I 
also believed, as Marx said, that men could 
be made authentically human. I don't believe 
that any more. Men cannot be made authen
tically human. Earlier there had been a 
theoretical sort of Marxism. People read the 
'Civil War in France' orthe 'GothaProgramme' 
or 'What is to be Done' by Lenin. What they 
read was confined to theory. In my case I had 
seen squalor. 

Q : Would you talk ci little about your 
experiences? 

A: You see, I am a government servant. A 
public servant is not tallowed any private 
opinions. So as far as particular incidents are 
concerned 

Q : You were supposed to have 'indoctri
nated' a generation of Marxists — the term 
'indoctrination' ofcourse, has negative con
notations 

A : No, No, I don't think it has a negative 
connotation. Every society — every literate 
society — has an ideology of the ruling class. 
And the repressed should have an ideology 
also, sabotaging the ideology of the ruling 
class. It is not really 'indoctrination'. You 
have only to tell a boy that the boy who comes 
by limousine does not care about you. His 
only advantage is that he was born in the elite. 
Your only disadvantage is that you were born 
in squalor. He sees it so easily that this kind 
of indoctrination needs no special effort. 

0 : The term 'Naxalite' which was used 
for the movement which grew up later, was 
used as term of derision 

A : No, you see — (M. '^W.^ "mW:?^ ̂ TR 

fer — Wf̂ nw^ JTTI, •̂ rfŴ  ^srrfsrMarxist?®!^ 

^ ^ , Yenan-^^ ^^^^ l' 
Naxalbari to them (I am a government 

servant, so I have no private opinion) was, 
what Yenan was to Mao-Tse-Tung. 

Q: What did you do after you left college ? 

A : I taught in a university. Then I joined 
what is called the I.A.S. The exact word 
should be 'Indian Asinine Service'. So I 
joined this 'Indian Asinine Service.' 

Q : What were your experiences of teach
ing? 

A : Teaching I enjoyed thoroughly, and I 
think my students, all of them are doing very 
well these days — will not say I was a bad 
teacher. 

Q : Why did you stop ? 

A : I stopped — well that's really a per
sonal question. The point is that whatever is 
personal is also political. At that time I was 
associated with the broad spectrum of the 
student movement. I found that the line of 
individual annihilation would lead to not 
only incarceration but a lot of physical tor
ture. And I don't have the physical courage 
not to spill the beans. I thought that would be 
some sort of treachery. 

Q : So when you were teaching, you were 
associated with the movement? 

A : I have told you no personal questions. 
Ask no questions, you shall be told no lies. 

Q : Was it difficult to he a member of the 
IAS when most of your friends were on the 
other side of the establishment? 

A : Yes, it was difficult. It was emotion
ally painful. Not only friends but boys whom 
I had drawn into the fold of Marxism.... 
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Q : How is it possible to reconcile active 
political campaigning with, say, family life? 

A : The point is there is quite a lot of 
misunderstanding about this. Marx's basic 
assumption was that it is your being which 
determines your consciousness, not your con
sciousness which determines your being. 
Politics is only an epiphenomenon. Every
thing is political. The objective is to move 
society from a stage where everything is 
political to one where nothing is political.The 
State will wither away' simply means that 
this society, where everything is political 
(because it is determined by the mode of 
production and the relations of production) 
can be transformed into a society where noth
ing will be political. Today the personal also 
is political. Today we are all either cogs in the 
wheel of repression or victims of repression. 
To paraphrase Marx, there will be a time 
when the contradictions between the mode of 
production and the relations of production 
will reach the stage where society will no 
longer be able to hold them; the integument 
will burst asunder and the expropriator will 
be expropriated. 

Q : Do you think that Marx envisaged a 
stage where the withering away of the state 
was actually achieved and nothing would be 
political, or did he set it up as an impetus for 
change? 

A: No, not at all, unfortunately these days 
people only read Marx's post -1848 writting. 
Read the younger Marx : the human essence 
is not in individual qualities, it is determined 
by production relations. 'Man will become 
authentically human' — it's almost a limp 
cliche now. 

Q : Why is it a limp cliche? 
A : You see, thieves, thugs, are quoting 

this and making money. 

The ideology has failed to be implemented 
by a set of crooks. The ideology fell into the 
hands of men — whose hands were not clean. 
Parvus (the socialist theoretician) made a lot 
of money on the Berlin-Baghdad railway. 
After the revolution. Parvus said to Lenin, 'I 
want to join the Revolution'. Lenin said, 
'Parvus, you have a brilliant mind, but the 
revolution needs clean hands, which you don' t 
have.' 

Q : Looking hack, how would you explain 
the failure of Marxism in India? 

A : India as a federal state is centrally 
ruled by non-Marxist parties. Powers relat
ing to the basic tenets of Marxism — prop
erty rights—are vested in the central govern
ment therefore a communist cabinet in one or 
two particular states cannot implement even 
the basic tenets of Marxism —- the abolition 
of private property. 

If private property continues to exist the 
party that calls itself communist cannot tran
scend the relations of production engendered 
by private property. 

I wouldn't say that Marxism has failed. I 
only object to these social-democratic parties 
being called Marxist. 

Q : The Soviet Union seems to have failed 
to meet the aspirations of those who felt it 
was a viable alternative to capitalism. Sifting 
through the Soviet experience ofJO-oddyears 
many people now make the distinction be
tween Stalinism and socialism. How far do 
you think Stalin was committed to socialism 
for its own sake, rather than as far as it suited 
his own purposes? 

A : To say that Stalin didn't believe in 
socialism would be egregious. But the civil 
war and collectivisation perhaps made him 
decide that ruthlessness was necessary to 
safeguard socialism. He may have done things 
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which we denigrate today. In my senescence 
I have an uneasy feeling that the basic as
sumption that men could be made human is 
not true. We are evil. 

It is true that had Trotsky been around 
things could have been different. But history 
has its own conundrums. Giordano Bruno, 
like Trotsky, opted for martyrdom. Galileo 
did not. It is an irony of history that because 
of this comfort-loving and greedy Galileo, 
mankind has discovered a lot of physical 
laws that are called theoretical physics. It is 
stupid to make a historical judgement based 
on hindsight. Stalin after all saved the repub
lic. In that sense he was a historical necessity. 

It is difficult to believe that such an as
cetic, spartan person acted for self-interest. 
Svetlana Alliluyeva (Stalin's daughter) said 
that as a child she had no toys to play with ... 

Q : About China's programme of 
modernisation ... 

A: China has taken the road of capitalism. 
All that the leadership wants to preserve is 
their own personal and political power. So 
the Chinese system is now a capitalist market 
economy with the state machinery being con
trolled by an elite. Such an arrangement has 
nothing to do with Marxism. 

Q : Francis Fukuyania has written that 
the end of the Cold War and the collapse of 
the Soviet Union ... 

A : ... means the end of history. This is 
rather silly, to say the least. History is about 
how men live, love, struggle, suffer and die. 
The end of the Cold War has meant neither 
the end of squalor nor the end of the obscene 
opulence of a very small minority. This con
tradiction will certainly reach a stage at which 
the present social order will be unable to 
resolve it. 

Try again. You are my son's age. I will ask 
you to try again. With clean hands. 
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PRIYAIJ GHOSH llhdyr. English 

TWENTIETH CENTUUY BALLAD 

0 look at the Sun, dear Mother, Mother, 
With its heart of fire so bright. 
Why that's just a gaseous mass, dear heart. 
Now tell me, what's the speed of light? 

But look at the Moon, dear Mother, Mother, 
Laughing in her silver nightgown. 
The Moon is a satellite of the earth, dear 

heart. 
Thai circles the sun around. 

1 saw a firefly high up there Mother, 
But my hand, it couldn't quite reach . 
Now that's a star, another gaseous body, 
I wonder, in your school, what do they teach? 

The sea he came to me last night, Mother, 
Mother, 

And he whispered a secret true. 
Whatever can you mean, you foolish little 

thing, 
Be quiet or Til take a rod to you. 

Ah, but Tm your own dear child, O Mother, 
Mother, 

Your heart's tender with love for me. 
Why it's only my hormones do that, dear 

heart. 
The doctor explained it most cleverly. 

My heart is heavy, dear Mother, Mother, 
I weep for you in fear. 
Grey around you and grey before 
Swallowing your soul so drear. 

I see your bars, dear Mother, Mother, 
And the chains you clasp so tight. 
It's joy and sadness wear the same face, 
And the people march in the night. 

I see the dried up wells of love. 
And the blind, blind darkened eyes. 
And the lost screams of the circling vultures 
As you look through the new sun rise. 

You rave in your fever, my daughter. 
Your cheek lies thin and white. 
Don't cry for me, my mother dear, 
Tm going with the sea of fight. 

They'll not catch me now, O Mother, Mother, 
I'll be a sun you'll never see. 
They'll dissect my molecular structure. 
But they '11 never, no, they'll never find lue. 
When the purple moon sang 

FLASHES 

Stars fingers touched, a tangled web 
Grass talking to stones 
And the tide began to ebb. 
Water was hard and still. 
Screams into screams into screams 
In the huge mountain sparkling black 
Soul burying deep her dreams 
Petalsoft snake was crying 
But laughter came bubbling slow, 
Shadows lay down and died 
Heart saw the red pain glow 
Apples were red, apples were strong 
Water greened and drifted away 
She picked up her skirts and she ran 
She ran from everyday 
Moon threw up her hands 
Footprints in clouds shone 
Sunlight slid along the floor 
Stood up slow, the staring dawn. 
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NANDINl MUKHOPADHYAY ex-student English 

TRIVIAL PURSUIT (Presi Style) 

14lh December '92 In College — 

'Hi' 'Lovely seeing you', 
'No trouble I hoped...' 
'Nail - - Sat at home and moped' 
'No trouble' 'not me' 
'Didn't it sound like Diwali ?' 
'Did you get the B.B.C.' 
'Usual classes' 'thank goodness' 
'I'm sick of this mess' 
'Can we catch a movie 
this afternoon ?' 
'Folks at home may, worry' 
'Yeah, its too soon' 
'A shame', 'but an internal affair' 
'How can they point a finger ?' 
'Come on, there's a class now' 
'Did you practise how 
to scan', 'no' (obviously) 
(that's a joke; no ? Sorry)' 
'Is poeSry relevant 
to contemporary society' 
'Snbjecl for essay, lacking originality' 
'Lias anything new happened 
in the past thousand 
years' 'same old love and 
Hate anij kist' 'Medieval reasons 
!-or n!'c!car treasons...' 
'Not a bad line' 
'Don't pinch it, mine' 
General laughter. 
'Seriously yaar. 
In a world of murder 
Can poetry be relevant '?' 
'Please understand 
Nothing is' 
'Wliai' hout peace '̂ ' 
There's coffee in the canteen' 

'Lets go' 'haven't been in 
There for ages' 
And we 
Proceeded to exchange views, 
And plan peace marches 
And clean up self images 
Tarnished at home 
When things were truly fearsome 
And we felt rather lonesome 
Under the onslaught of news. 
'No?' 

REEMA SEN ex student, English 

FINDING FUTURES 

Finding futures in a face 
Luscious eyes - lissom grace 
Finding futures on the notice board 
Finding futures underscored 
Finding futures in clamouring queues 
Or long drawn empty avenues 
Finding futures piling high 
Stake a number, reach the sky 
Finding futures in envelopes 
Grimms' tales, Television soaps 
Immaculate empty corridors 
The mock turtles love — needing more 
Finding futures in yesterday's song 
A mescal in dream, or an obtuse wrong 
Finding futures speeding away 
A spot of glory, a cracked up day 
Finding futures in Dali's clocks 
Cracked tea cups, worn out socks 
Finding futures in a baby's eye 
A trembling .smile, a fragile lie 
A silent scream as passion pales 
Finding futures in painted nails. 
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MADHUiSAN MITRA lllrdyi: Knglish 

This Our 'Make-Break' selves 

I need eyes to light me to my self 
fn the milkman's eyes, I come to be. 
The night dissolves me — 
Throwing me round 
With the dead lamp, the flowered quilt, 
Distills me, into handfuls of darkness. 
I become the lamp, the quilt. 
Writhing in agony on the lilac dawn 
I hear the milkman at the door, 
I wait to be born. 

The name I rub off 
(Out of) my shoes, each night 
On the door-mat. 
Rises shroud-like in the dim light. 
Possesses me. The milkman's change 
Ringing in my hands, 
I move widow-wise 
Eyes across the air-shaft 
Greet this coming to life. 
The lamp, the quilt, shed 
Their dark-identity, dissociate 
In the hot sun, float— 
Hiding my darkness in them. 
Dusty, in a shaft of light. 

I come to life 
In the cold acquittal 
Of the day-maid's eyes. 
She must be aware of 
My nightly-joints 
Or, why does she hasten her self 
After dusk ? 

The mirror volleying my darkness 
Across the bed at night. 
Innocently hands back my day-light self, 
The Rays, Mundras, Chatterjees, 
Ghosh', Alis, Mitras, Devs, 
Recognize this shrouded 'me' 
At the market, the movie-hall, the glade. 
Tacitly admitting my coming to life 
With the jostlings in the crowded bus, 
The conductor hands me the change. 

The college with its vibrant life 
Piecing my self-sparks 
Into a bright being, 
Glowings with fleeting life. 

The chewed-off self of the day 
Is a decline in identity— 
The tracings back to the dark inanimate 
Lamp, quilt, and the mirror volleying dark

ness. 
The door-mat with the rubbed-off name. 
The eyes that gave me life 
Retreat into their own secrets, 
Their lamps, and mirrors and nameless selves. 

This juggling, endless and vain. 
The night grinding the finite shrouds 
To dust, on door-mats— 
To dust, swirling in shafts of light, 
The day scatters 
The intense being-s of the night. 

TINACOLAH III yr History 

Rejection 

Rejection. 
Pain, like a searing arrow 
Sweeps through. 
And I am caught in the eternal darkness of 
the everlasting holio'̂ ' > nid 
Which is that bottonilc^,', pit— 
My heart. 

PARVEZ SHARMA lllnl yr. Fnvlish 

'INTO THE DUSTBIN OF ETERNITY' 

The fingers of a mind grope 
in the darkness of triviality. 
Thoughts die, 
often prematurely 
The poetry of life perishes 
unwilling, 
to be bound by form. 
Existence is supreme— 
Let the impotent silence scream. 
The promise of youth, like 
the thirsty flower, wilts. 
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^ u i T t C>(t ^e|T ^ ^ c ^ ^ I 

iTf I » I % T 5 T i j ^ ^ ! M ^ ^ N Ĉ T<1' W^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ I ' 

•fl-sR C'lT^ t R •̂ fv5T<T vŝ r̂ T ^<irf% fTW i^f^l^ 'f t t^ 

TTSHII ^IR mUf- ^ ' —5TC5T '5W w i t 'mP^ (MS 

^ d ^ ' ^ 5 v i «r^ <pi:<i c '̂isf fji"^ I fR?*m w^ ^''Br 

ftl^ "frR:̂ .̂  I f i j t^ mt^ <TT̂ H ^ R M I ^*T1 ^fC?! 

^itij5 itef?i ^s^TF tflw-iT « r H ^ ^^R:*^.^ I ^^PIC-* 
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'iŝ JiTCT "^m ^51^ ^ '̂̂ s^ "^ w^T^ f ^ ^ I ''^wm 

c # f ^um, ^ ^^ii^ ftcw i i i ^ ^ m ^ I ̂ sH 

><3^ iS *\m r̂ff% p̂SfT ^ l ^ H^Wfl •sit^J^ I 

iTt C«T:^ •5^'f5 w w t r ^ ? i feTi t ^ I ^ îra^ 

f^i^CT^ ttT^um ' ' jwr t ^^ni:k ^rratm f^^*^ c^n:^ 

¥|77a^ ^^ra^^M 'stUTI 1W =Tt1̂ tTf ^ ^ ^ ^>H 

^B\^ C^lMt fps I '«Ta' ŝ=Tf felf C?J5Ml^ ro?r 

c'ira' ' ^¥ i r̂«iTC¥ ^=TR:^ iti?f C^KB' 'tus ^̂ vsH I 

'>ii«cvD -sTrfr?:̂  ? w w ^SI^R ^^^^ OTTI-I c«(.<t!̂ =i 

Of-Tm i ^ ^ro ^ w R c^R^ ^Wa' I li lt i3# ^rr^ 

SV5WS # i w { ^ • ' iwfes « îH<t̂  <rr« I w R c^Mt^ 

^sji^ ÊRf?[ Tf̂ ŝ t?f ^̂ =5̂  ĴKjgf c f̂r̂ ^ (7r% wf^r 

^5f|̂  ^%5f t̂ iflJT Cat ^srrc^ I (7f^ acfei^^Tf C?JI7P ! 

^rwi <i%fiii ==n5fl; ^ ^'^^p^'^ ^f^w^ ^i^u^ 

^n%?r W ^ ^TofR iit'jprrgt I ^ f̂CT^g- \k.(>\!A 

^rtw i j ^ f ^ f̂iw cnr^it ^ ^R iWr ^ ra ^s^^w^ 

? ^ ^ I TR:^ ^ I ;?^^ ist c^iPfB - ^ ^ f t I w i t wm 

w?\ mw\ -^u m I ^ 1 % ^ ^?Rw-^srf^ ' ^ K m 

f ^ ^ I -sj^ i j fw C ^ C^tl^ M3W^ îf%i%f«[ 'msf 

^ l ^ pflW I t§^ 1%^?!^ f ^ O ' I M ^ s f ^ I s5Tt 

H e m ^? i ^11? I w ^ f\'Q ^^Ri5iTf ^ ^-^rf^ I 

^ ^ ^ ^5t^^ ¥tlW^ ?f#3vsH 'TCW ^^iraMB 
^\^\WS\ TR?5 I Ĉ r̂sW <)\sW<l I W!WC^5i ^̂ t̂ ;̂ s^ •jftff 

i jW-^T fw^ ii^sHW f^ c ^ ?̂?:5 (THTI ^ m k ¥R3r 

^ ^ ^ t ^ wfw ^ t wB\-<i ^ im^ ' i f t e I "^Ep^ 

c ^ s f t ^ ^ r̂a ^Mf^tM fwi^ \s?:̂  ^ m -'?(r<rff^ 

•SR Flu ̂ , •"fftW Fin Jrf 1%^ vŝ vQ feSfl •SRl^ 

c î?^ ftiTf î sv]- F==ito *j;i^ =̂1:11 ?m f ^ i ^ r ^ ^ 

^ U ^M—'ii l t^U^ C^IW l i i ^ C-̂TRn CW CWf^ 

' ^ I' •5IW 5R?T J^^ ^TW i ^"^H t W Wff^CII ̂ ^f 

w f « F m I R5#i'cT ĝ>?:?f C5i7[ ^ d ^ w ! ^M—'wfsc i 

•^1 I ^W T̂UTS 1^"^ I ^tiJ^^S ^ro CTT>5 W^,^ 

c^ I >iit c'Tli'?^ % w ^ ^(??r^ ^ 'sfT^ I 1 ^ 
^<pF[ "̂miFT *rjT^" -sf^r i •^ f i ^ l i j ^ "^ <f^ i ^^^^H 

W ^ I srsMX ^^IHTRAS^ ^ t R=T ^ ? f !' Cn'̂  

^ ^ ^Ryi - 'F^ W ^ ! -̂WT fWR:^ Car i' ^5%5 

C5i=!=TltW (W.^ - ^ t%^'5?^ ! iji:^ ^ErgF^ll^ 

^ET^f^mi, "QUiS SRI '^-^f^ ^^5ri : ^ Tftit '̂ WBf 

^5^ ^SRW l&fff - f ^ , f M t fFf^ i 
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—'wiwc^ Ffiw^ "mc^ I ^ ^ ĉ&T ^ ^ 

f%iTC5i ^ ^^w î?r r— ^13" î%5T I "stM f̂rftuH 

—'(TPmSlT^ ?' '<U^ <l^5^ I "sflwr t%f^ ^af̂ TI 

c»lw tt^!j;?i^ ^nc^ w f w ^^ff^tM ^ c*rRT 
•jmr i-'^i) •''iM ^ ^ f f^^FTf I r̂m f ^ 
¥r«=m^ '^^ws:" ^^m ^m \ "Q"^ c^njs 'm i ^•^ 
(fltu^ "^fm w ^ f w ^ wi I w r ^ ^^^R:? I î -

^TfffsfR t i i t^- ' i i i er^ sfti:^ I ^stR csfŵ  5̂P¥\E2 

' 5R?T Ĉ fW ^-^Tff^ ~<B Wis Woi^ ^m^ i ^ i|t5T 

1̂U5 p̂sBf <rfî  I «OT¥ 'tt^K^s^ ^^iw iTrswt̂ r * K 
<̂i I '̂ r̂f̂ pf jl"<i5t ĉTC® ^\(^ I î?t<r Iww .c?f& 

^ c»^ (Mt (?r?T 5«'<̂ -1 ÊiT;5i%i51 'EH nww 

^-w^ T^n c^-^ m."^ i ^|fet% 'siBr f?f%f ^m 

<r\5^ • S îtlr^ ^e.^i'^ ^̂TWfT '̂ fiw ^^^ •̂ im i 

<ri%:-¥=T*rf% (TPjrat ^M c«f7f 'sriPf i %:^ 

sm;^ i f ^ f 3 ^ îw 1 ^ n̂̂ CT5 i r ^ 5̂iT " ^ ^ 1 
iT%i:?-i Rw^ 'T f̂ 5̂rfw ^fm 5Tt?rfw t^'^ «f<nT?rf 
(RHfH ^i:^ sriTTP i f%R5R ^•^l ŝ̂ JfU .̂TT ?nw 
fjRiMW f̂T{:®f I ̂ rfsf̂ ffftw f w ^ 'spf"^ '̂̂ TTr "mt 
iRjfw ft"5?r5wr5i ^rc^ f^ fM^ 'fus STR:̂  I 

iXI^ ^WT RfSft C ^ ^?r I ^fWtl • ^ l ^ til¥ 
"smmi^ ^ #R:n i ^FR ' s t ^ 5?:?r «fw ^ '^r^st^ 

-sM ¥f5fOf ^̂ f5R:TT ^̂ 1(̂ sT'5f ^^^ I ^ t t ^ ¥«rf 

^5W Rf I «IW m ^^^5^n *raT ' f W ^ f K W l Ĉ 5R 

csii:^ CT ^^H ' ^^ >rrfl c«w ^m '̂ i ^ t ^ c « ^ 
w ^ c ^ m ^ ^mt I ^"t s[|C4 fTf 'fĵ ^TR ^ ^ ^ 

^^t^ ^ ^Ks^ 1 ^iHt ^scr c?rRli3 ^csf ^ f r M ^ I 
«R3T5pTf ^rm, csufT nm - f f fku ^ t <i'«W{j 

T̂R:̂  iflCT sTRl't I ^ ^rfl^ ^ ^ I FNtW CSfCTI 
^rfits ^ f5Ri>s -̂̂ R n̂ " ^ 'R?! Rn RR5 smr ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ .n m:^ i ^rM^jR?« •srrf̂  C?!I<P k^ 'oji i 

^ 1 % ^t^m wp^ 57:Tr 'n?5 i f̂Trair ®*m f̂ TTr 1% 
c ^ K5T mn I fR:^ frv5 cR f̂ •*];?:•?[ srrc^ f̂̂  i ^ ^ 

#R;^ '5WI '^ n ^f^fi 1 iTTs f̂  fk> 'ETR:? I ^ ^ ^ ^rm 

C^K:̂  ^ ' « ¥ R : ^ ^mm ^M i 4 f ^ ^" ' i ^i^ ^ r« i 

^%;=i ^̂ =rt̂  fe^ "^R^ I ^ f M ^ t̂f% 1%Hi5 

«T®?:̂  '̂ •'IR'Q 5̂tW«o Wl fm^ ^ H STfftW I 1% 
^^7?f Ĉ sW Stes -tK^ I ŜTRT̂  ^̂ 1W Ff|%fF ^Hn I 
•?lt ^J(^ CT'4T m ^ ' ^ I 'T^WS ^Wf'ftR t ^ 
îltCT I fesj3 J W W^ W^ I " ^ W i C¥fs)T^ 

> i l ^ C t ^ ^^M3 (Rt I R̂R ŜRR ^IM^ff^ ^5^ 

f^ 'f^ ia?7f Rfw ^ ^ I â̂ sR HfkTi ^̂ irrr ^ w w 
^sm^ I ^*rm ^?:^ I f%f ?w RC5 ^n, f^ 5nr 

c^tsm ^ ^"^(^ f^^ ^mm K?Rs I f^ ' ' j?# ^tR 
'srm ^niR ŝrRR Rf I iS^tRT iJlfew f J p ^ CtRt 
^?i, ^MRff^ R R : ^ W:«T H^^ fk^^, t ^ f?R i 
^W ^r^'tl^i^ %^ ÊTRR t%^#pR <R::3 ?R?T 

~'*fl^=fm 'srRC ŝC? I mSRBf iâ 5̂RR;?f |' ^ \ 5 R 
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CT ^ ^ TfTi ^ I ŝnw -̂ rrfsT ^rr^ cwm ^w^ ^ i 
M3fe^ "^^ mom F^mKT wf?;^ ^?i ws^ j 

— % ^ r ^ I ̂  ¥f^ ^rar I TpFiM f ^ ? i w ^ 

f ^ ^m " ^ i ^^^^ Wc^ wfiTf ^iuf^ffw I 

ÎTRf ^sff CP'fM?!- •sr̂  C l̂̂  I ^ t f^ <1M ^ I 
^^romr.! "̂ <r ipT^ "mi c^? ^rfw ^ri^fi fffiT i 
? t ^ 5 W f.wt*fI?T^ ^R:«T I ^WT W T ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^STRMH Gv:.-<\ OT?y I OT-?!?:^ CR-'im "J-̂ ^Wf «f^' *rf^ 

'SlH^ '^ -"<^ ^iHTf OT?r I C e U ^ 'TROT ^^"S ^ M , 

•s^fr I ^^jf fer CM ==ilt̂  i^ FRT« "^Hi:^ 
f̂ Tf îs=r 5̂̂ 7̂=Tt i ^TMll F f ^ f W (Ttl̂  I 
^lf?M ^sjliT'i','^ tilTIXf^ ' S r r ^ W?R5 t|7;g ^lyr -SIR 

=TI^ « m ( K ^ f^.ll Ĉ Ĥ̂  JJSrRt t ^ ^ ^ CtCfl 

—'^ra ^C l̂" Ĉ fC5 i' W^ ^Sf^R CTTI I ^5I%?T? 

^Hi^ *JI ^ra i ^ 1 ^ cwi^ ^5:^ sftw I ftef^ 

^tt^iTi ?ni^ ?rrt^ fe^ I tt^FTTc^ 5il% •^fm 

—'tl<rffrH i5??T few "^^ Frf-T i ĉ 5T̂  ff^iTff?! 

^ ^ I % ^ f i l ^ ' f I 

¥flW (M5TC^ ^5fl^ ^5^ C^FF^n:̂  ^ 5JCT ^M I 
^•?f ĉm M^ 5lt% I •^tfStlW ^.IT W % 1 CTU I 
ijt&T ĵ;mi:3<r ^rwt ^n^ ncs i p rm i ^̂ rm ^ 
c^sffiT c^ M w I cs-UM "mMs ^ m ^ 
?w—'ffei fm^m c?fw c^'si ^srmH w^, 
^irf=T^Tft^ ^srai^H C«IW CTW 'Sim l ^.-^ ^'ST 

''f^f CTTI ^f i ^•TJ ^nlT ' -5^ ^ 9 f s | f̂CW I WM 

W^ ^CT li)^ ^f^T^ sfsfW ^ H ^ W I ^^rai 

WWT ^ ^ I ^ 5f«iT C ^ ' * H W«T iit^irflT ^CT 

^ r a 5̂̂ TC<r C ^ ? lilt £l5^jpTr ^ ^ i;|U*lf W^I ^!W 

^EiwM ^ ^ "^n ^WT:<J * i iw ^^^ c«Ti?[ i c^fkir 

fe • ^ C ^ 2f5f5[ WfWf ^IVS Sil^ ^^ I ^ W (^"^lUS 

^rfU C5T#^ ^ 1 ' ^ ^^^7?5 *JT.¥ ŜltT:W ^ ^ 1 . ' ^ 
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Coming Through 
by Pathikrit Sen Gupta Ex-sludenl. Political Science 

T here are miles of crucified sidewalk, yet 
to walk 

Like Musical instruments ; Abandoned 
In a lush green field 
Dark clouds and the swirling sky above : 
parts of your feelings. 
Pure conversion of life into art seems true 
My cut glass interior, I realize 
cannot harmonize 
with the whimsical tunes 
of warped musical instruments left out in 

the rain 

seeking solace, 
of a lost tune 
which can wipe away blood. 

In the hours of darkness, that before dawn, 
Marsilius made resolutions shaped dreams. 

In the evening, humming fading twilight tunes, 
built sand castles. Late at night, the unbridled 
arrogance of the sea staked its claim upon 
these miniature edifices. His resolutions too, 
dissolved in the nascent mist which swirled 
with the ebb and flow of the tide. It was 
precisely at this time, the midnight hour, 
when the world slept, that Marsilius, stripped 
of self respect lacking decisiveness and di
rection sat on the shores of his own private 
ocean and fell in tune with the world. Ashamed 
that it should be this way, feeling little re
spect for his rubber soul. Yet, something 
remained. A pussiant perfume pervaded the 
air. Resilient and resurgent, in harmony with 
the hour, when his existence proved fathom

able as he sat on shifting sands on the brink of 
the vast ocean. 

The Revolution. Personal and Political. A 
struggle between the moral and immoral. 

Predefined, atavistic perceptions of honesty 
and nobility clouded judgement, honed con
fusion. Stolid afternoons crawling on the 
sunburnt tarred roads of the city induced an 
acute lethargy. Within self, an insistent spark 
called for action, demanded blood to quench 
its thirst. But then .... there had been blood. 
All over his footsteps, all across his tracks. 

A choice remained. Perhaps if he stood 
with faceless millions in Esplanade East and 
fell satisfied that he had just been able to 
usher in an era of peace, tranquility, prosper
ity and honesty that afternoon his craving 
could be fulfilled. Or perhaps, if he posed 
with pen and paper and drowned himself in a 
mirage ofselfconcieved aesthetic productiv
ity, it would suffice. Conviction, he realised 
was essential. A blind faith to steer him past 
desolation. East of it perhaps. 'East of deso
lation', it did have a nice ring to it. 

What was to be believed ? Human gods 
strutted across the land, with pompous breaths 
and hordes of puppies which snapped and 
snarled amongst themselves forbread crumbs. 
Human gods cut ribbons, broke domes, dis
carded history, destroyed the future. Defined 
and defied the goodness of god. 

The goodness of god ? 'What was god'?', 
he asked himself something of cosmic sig
nificance, omnipresent, inherent and inert. 
An organistic manifestation of the goodness 
of the human creed, floating silently, pa
tiently, remotely, somewhere there in space. 
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Yet the death of children by snipers bullets 
and the sight of withered bodies, the deliver
ance of two milk bottles to his doorstep every 
morning and the existence of the 
neighbourhood pep^i-fountain defied logic. 

The Revolution la\ cradled in its mothers 
arms. Breathed lightly, stirred gently 

but was yet to open its eyes. 

Somewhere in the world a new Hitler 
appeared. Silver hair, bulldog face. Raved 

and ranted with his people, demanded and 
decreed. Begged for money from the rich. 
Gold plated the taps of his shower. 

There was something different that night. 
Something in the air made the mind 

yearn for more, to develop thought, provide 
answers. Marsilius heard the colour of his 
dreams as he struck a match to light his 
cigarette. The glow from the dancing flame 
bathed his face and was soothing to his eyes. 
And then there was music, drifting, deep 
and slow, at times spritely, vivacious and 
light. Dragon clouds floated in the night sky. 
The stars were in bloom, fireflies and dreams 

Summer had arrived. 

I looked into the sky. The vastness scared 
me. A sea of azure blue and the clouds 

hitting invisible reefs, hidden obstacles and 
transforming themselves into a myriad fetid 
bubbles like foam : so high. 

And as you, the real you, caress the sky, 
rub the tips of your fingers gently over the 
soaring silhouettes, the thunder moans in 
contentment. A deep roar, of confidence, of 
satisfaction, gathers momentum, deepens, trav
els the path etched out by the mad glint in 
your eyes. Penetrating obstacles, tearing bar
riers, travels through to the limits of your 
mind. Rebounding and echoing through all 
the gaps, all the crevasses in your knowledge 
and in your memories. The echo swirls with 
tiic mist in your mind, searching every nook 

and corner, every twist and plane, till it again 
finds you. Alone, sitting on a pebble staring 
into the sky, sitting on a pebble staring into 
the sky, staring, just staring 

Marsiliusciimbed on stage, snatched away 
the microphone from the thin frail man 

who held it. 'The prophet lies', he screamed 
'The prophet', smiled weakly and signalled 
frantically for someone to drag away the 
intruder. Marsilius felt someone approach 
from behind. A hand reached out to grasp his. 
He swirled around and flung a punch, a full 
blow to his assailent's mouth. A look of 
surprise filled the mans face, questioning the 
severity and the savageness of the action. 
Suddenly blood splurted out. The look of 
surprise deteriorated into complex convo
luted muscles of agony. He sank to his knees, 
clasping his face with both his hands. Blood 
flowed through his fingers, ran down his 
hand, soaked his shirt, some formed drops on 
the floor. The crowd roared. Marsilius just 
stood there, on stage, calm and impassive, a 
hand outstreached holding the mike, looking 
down at the man bent double by his feet. The 
moments drew on, as if hours. The man 
shivered uncontrolablely. 

A hand went round his throat, someone 
caught his arms. He did not resist. As they 
carried him away he kept looking at the man 
who still held his face in his hands, either in 
extreme pain or extreme sorrow. He was 
kicked and beaten ba'^kstage. 

It was carnival time in the city. The schools 
and colleges had long closed. Children 

made elaborate plans, marking the count
down in their exercise books. 

A grotesque splash of gawdy colours sud
denly invaded his world. Raunchy film tunes 
tore into his ears, made mockery of the soli
tude and privacy of his world. Various mani
festations of the godess found place at 
streetcorners and parks. Money was spent, as 
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if there were to be no tomorrow. 
And the music never stopped. Little chil

dren in pickled colours with little apple mo
tifs, water bottles slung over their shoulders, 
men in bold stripes and pungent shades, women 
in rustling new sarees with a hint of gold 
trudged along the streets. The nights seemed 
endless. 

It all ended as suddenly as it had begun. 
Fairgrounds deserted, littered with empty 
cigarette packets, icecream sticks and paper. 
The children lost their new play house's just 
when they were getting used to them. 

The nights were growing longer and the 
days shorter. 

A gentle chill wafted through the city. 
Touching hearts, tainting life. The days 

were warm, clear blue skies, circus clouds. 
Afternoons spent lazing on the college field. 
Splintered sunlight left a sprinkling of golden 
warmth enmeshed in his hair. The day grew 

old, evening fell rapidly in hushed tones. The 
street lamps awoke and in street corners and 
teastalls gathered shawl draped, long haired 
youths with their hands crossed across their 
chests and their legs shaking in time to some 
unconcious rhythm as they di.scussed cricket 
scores. 

Late at night, Marsilius sat by his window. 
Mescal dreams drifted with a winter night's 
wind through the fog, in the haze, tiptoed 
across the sidewalk under the diffused light 
of sodium vapour lamps. 

Marsilius sat at his window, looking out 
onto the lonely street while the world slept, 
huddled under the warmth of its winter shroud. 

The Revolution lay cradled in its mothers 
arms. Breathed lightly, stirred gently. 

The warmth of its mothers bosom and the 
tenderrocking motion of herarms had cocooned 
it to sleep. 

I l l 
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f f®W ^5^ ̂  ^̂ 1=1" I ^TS^ ^ ^"^ 

' R f ' W n I f^iAsit ^ftwf fniTi ^rfro c%T I 

' l i l t ^nw ^ ^ - ^ ' I ^ M ?rf¥T?T ^?RT H:^ 

C ^ ^ , ^ C ^ <P<rf (Mm WM<\, ^m^R?^ f f ^ t C T 

•̂ "51 •STTI FfoT C^IlJ I ^^*1T ̂  " i ] ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ 1 % ^ 

^slFs'j^cBf t^.T[ ^^I^ffRM ^ira<f Tf^fW f f t in t ^TRf 

<tici\s=1fTI Ĉ t«T 1 ^̂ ^ST n̂fffTI 'muS ^mUS # 5 ŴTCW ! 

•STfRtl ^ ^ IM^ =Tl^f f^ I C^^ CT ̂ ^ ^spSMf^ ^•si 

^^W:^ ^t 1 •STTRT ŜTR̂T ^W<T <rfft dK^ T̂UT̂ f 

C^H^ I ^ ^ R 1 % ̂  C?IW ^ r f l j ^ C^IM^ C=Tfl<P ^sTC^ 

"^t inwT, c^sHf ^•*l^ • ^ c<r ?' 5 ^ ^ 

W f ? R̂iW ̂  iS^, ^TTf iŜ fTfT C'JW ^Rm 1 ^TRf 

^ CSR:^ *nf t , M ^ , CT^ 5T.¥ 'JTPrf ^̂ 5̂<R:<rr 

TKR" RiTr ^ f ra" c ^ , 5̂T(w >ii<p5 Tfwi^s 5]?^ 

^sRTP i 

^<!5it^ t^CT? ^ R ; ^ cyi'^tuo I ^ Tfv&f^ ^ i ^ C?R;IT 

^ • ^ m r m'ST ^^;?R:^ W T " ^ i <rr%fr t̂c=Tf w ^ 

^^ I ^ t m Fft^lTf ^ l ^ CWfTf I ¥?RT ^ ^ £f5|^ 

CW^ ^ ^ I (?1"?Ff%?t<l 7R;W cmf ^ % f f ^ 

•jp?rf̂  ^=11^ ^ , >ii^fw >R.?hjM'̂ r ^ i w (TR:^ ^ 

C"¥1 ÎH f ¥?[ ^ " ^ t <rf%H ^^R7f 'fUS f^l l lTf^ 

^^^ ĉ Rî r sffTT ^ FM i%iit%T ?rt5mR;<T i ^ t i 

< r r ^ <twl̂ <r| ' ^ c ^ •^j^ : g ^ 1 ̂ 1 ^ ^ CTT^^ 

^?RT ^ (Tmf^ I ^ % t r vsTW i ^ ' ^ ^ITfi 

fer feTffl^ I ¥5RT ^r^-n i ceR:̂  ^̂ ]M7f C'SR;"̂  TTR 

t%?:sf <PT'>R>5 ̂ R:^ ^ ^ ^ ^vm I ^Rig 5 ^ CT 

1%!:^ *rfft ^ t ^ I l i i l c^fM T̂TP <t-v5RH CT 

^ % f f ^ R : ^ ̂ « f j ^ •sTTRH ^ ? r WFT f ^ I 

fTRstt ^ € ^ m^TTfif ^(71 ^ ¥ ^ f ^ mm\ i 

f%f^'=t - ' R : ^ ^TTRIW PR:TI CSI;^ ̂ k ^ CT i f5#®-

^ m ^ CTiTR?!? f?R.Tj I ^ 1 ^ t̂<r?rf?f <R:5=[ W i i r c^ i 
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'wm ^m m^^ i' 

OTI' 

^«fm mso? f5W I %5#T ^EJt^^ ' t l ^ (?P5T 

ĉ iOTf:̂  fHa f ^ i s - ^ C^R;̂  I ^Rit ' H w ''^^'^^ 

*fi1t c5fw ^ m CffGTTf ^ ?rwm fttTHf WM I 

^ W ^s^C^, ^"iJifClJ t^^llJlW sTf^m^, 'rf̂ TTTC ,̂ 

• : ^ ^sfW fe'TT ^̂ ?!W I 5fW •SIK^ ^ % T ^ B 

*ff!^ im F%sT I T̂Twf m^ c'fm i w t w ft^r 

^rm ^̂ nĉ  C^R;̂  ^ % f ^sfw (M^ '^fu?^ (.wMm 

ŝrrsrfw ^nRt^f t r •SORT C4M?I*)»W Piwfw 

^tf^Ti sni-^iii %(J)\k<^ cm^^ «ra I (^^ (Ms 

C?(W FsW>Sr'l C=Tf^ \ s l W C5W t ^ ? f f^K?rf%rr 

«)Mww I ÊjTRf TfsftfT v 5 ^ ?nwm "ffkw i 

<ri^w« FT*̂  H f̂ ?rw I 
l ? t ^ Tf̂ r® f t ^ c^® fc f̂wsT ^rfw? 

?%i:^ I l i i ^ ^ c ? r f ^ I "fw^ c<i(M^ c«fT 

CTC?fl5lW, ' ^ ^TT C ^ fTpstt-i)?! C ^ r 

tf^spRTl fiwVfCTa srfesT RCTT T̂ft?? ^JW C^m 

^c^ ^w\k(j^'\ 15r?Rm ^ ^wwiIU -^wM i 

CTf^ ^-'it^ftw »ifW5T t i : ^ t w i t ^smr C5T® I 

vr?nTf'' tt (KTif^ ^ % f i t 'siw ^%n?r ^sni^ 

"̂Gwcw .... ?rrft?:̂  ^« ^m ^IM ^ % T 
^ % f ^jp^t^ CT^ ̂ m . . . . ?BRT C5TĈ  ^Sjl^ 

Frnr 1w i 

ftĉ fOT "sm w^ ^^ ( M ^ I Wsi^ *(t¥r c f̂ijs 
ĉ R̂̂  âRiTT ̂ ^mt I T f ^ T̂?nrra ̂ c r̂ fMwf^wH 

c^t^, f^mt w^?!^ cm^ ÔT 'SfMiT cFTrn:? i 
f t p r f ^ ^̂ fcw sTfpm:̂  r̂rcsTf f ^ ^ ' 5 ^ 'HCTt 

^5rR?R, ^ ^ 1 ^ iTCSfJ ÊTTSf ^ i ra r T:RT[5lf?r5 I 

^0 , *r̂ ?:«f?r ' T S ^ ^ ^ c^c? ĉ fĉ  ŝT<f ̂ ^ R'W 

5̂n«Tf'f ^im ^ ^ CT:II^ — '^s^ i' c ^ i r sffr 
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^ ^ liiTf i' iTTRT ^sni^ ^srn:̂  wssn ̂ ^ ^ 

¥f«rT % ^^ ff^mi I c^rmt^ « H f ^ ^r^ 

W0. JTT ^ ^ ^r? c<̂ w ^ferr i f^f^sitc^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^^RM r 
c * ! ^ cefpF '5rf<i ^ ^ c^cn 5̂ îT=Tr — ' ( ? R ; ^ 

c r̂f" ^^ir^ -î "R 'TsT ^5rp<K'fe r 
JTV2R;-L9?I ^f-". -SITTT C ? K <n'^ ' <\'A(.k-\ ^ I 

x?pr drg- c ^ j i?pjF i?r^ c=Trft cmtw r̂rsiw 

m^ ^ M^ut>^ (?f ^r« (7R m?^ t ^ M f ^ ^ 

Ffrr r̂?RT̂  *f% cerc?̂  i w f t c ^ CFT^ fe?r ^Tfe: 

^rmr r f ^ ^ ŵ 'R̂ s •ftm "^wm ^ i r l%tf 

c^TRTt^ nf wt^Ti 8«:̂  •#n:^ # f i i ^ ^ ^ R M -

>l^ C«C^ ? C^^^rc^ CT 'il^W T f ^ I T ^ 
( M 5 K . . . . ' W ^ !' 

^ ' 0 wm ^r«^5f5t TKf \stW ^5f5t ^ps CTtHe^ I 

^ fe?jR.TC5) (ynV5tw (M^ y^ "^m ^ M I I ? 

l^nsit csfti^ (Mcw nr FRKyrri 

I I I 
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/ " ^ H ' ^ ^ m S H ~<3f̂  ÊTî  ^iniiw ^sn^^^ 5^Tn:f i 

w^M t w c?R:̂  % : ^ ^m?T CT ĉ M5f&T f%it?r, 

^ ^ m I *rf& C?lMtl ^ ^ , ( 7 1 ^ ^Tff^ ^EflW ^ J ^ 

(?^n r̂f̂  ^ nft R ^ ^ c^ToT^fer^ ^ 1 ^ Hyf t ^ 
2f?f(:? I ?̂r?T ̂  <rff3r W&r ^ f l ^ , w?:̂  ly^, •*f(t 

^ H • îsT ^ ^ C^l^sT^ "«t1^ ^ ^ ifl^^r^frrgs 

<rc^ CT ̂ fw ^sfM, ^ ^?r I (7rf^« ^5R^ «TMT 
(?rofl^ >ic?hji3f, ^ w 'snwĉ p̂  ^r^ f t ? 

w'̂ fc^ 1%;̂ ifiT?rm ^ w , ^ 1 ^ (7f?rff5^ i c^w 
^rfsf^ ^ f̂̂ rf̂  I 4PVO^ '<ir^ ^m'Q ^^5? w'̂ rra' i 
\sw 'ETtw 5̂11% c^Hf^ ^#ff^ cw?rf, ^fH"^ ŝnfsr 

^ ' f -^ f^ w^TTf cfmrft ^mr ^^T^^ ̂ ^m. ^ w r -

«^ ^ ^ I (7ft 2f?f̂  'm C?R?P fxf^, f ^ I C^ 
w\^ ^r, 2f5m CT-?rm ̂ rat ^trsrm ^fw ^Tifer, 'ii 
cwM ^siH (?FR ^ ^ 5?:^ -^m ^ I ftfsf I 1 ^ 

fsffsf I 

P i f e CFf?f t p T (TT̂ JR̂ f, I ^ J f f U >l<lR-"fe ^f :^ 

zfsTff îi<p PfCt ^ a f f ^ l l «rR7P - {?PR -^fT'f CTt, 

wf̂ ^r^T CTt, ̂ ^^^ CHt, * i ; ^ R^msff^ c-^"-;?^ i 
4T'S ^ « . C5CT ^ d f ^ I ^ ^ f¥-.-' Rsr?, 
^ ^ m t w ? I ^ ^fl%r f t cw^ f̂fi?T ^;'.• • ^flf^ 
' ^ ( M ^ , Mst? ^^ ^T1^, ^?f tflllT •• f t ^ ^ 
— vslfb^slj cfft, -^^ i ru (TTt, £f'5f='[̂ 5r5ri c ^ — 

•̂ Eitw fcwsf f ^ ' i ] ^ ÊTT̂ n̂  ?̂ T̂ff?r c i i r r^ 

^s r f ^T fWf r r f ^^^n l^ , nrw ^raR^i - i i ^ 
^\pr® C ^ t^Tft^, {7f5T ^snfsft "QT^ ^SfK-m fWH 

r̂mr 7f?:?RH f ^ f l ^ ^srff^ ^JT c«n:̂  ^ff^ i 
B̂fiw ^̂ f?:vfiT?f f^ f fw •̂sf c?Jr̂  $̂T;2T ŝrr̂ r ^ 

Êffw ^msrs fsjf^ (Hi -^ ŝf̂  ŝiBf ^m^ 

;^(:^ I tEfiflf f^? 55?! ̂ ?r 'i??^ f^f^f^ ^ f̂tf̂  ̂ j ^ 

C<<IW WB ^§=T % M RftTf C^T^^ I 

few "^wwm -iAM-^'^-'i I ĉT̂srsTOT t;:̂ ^ ^m^m C5?t 

mTt^ttf fsffe ^Tf̂ rra f%csf "^T^ I 

^s^fflPM^, ^^fr? 4<P¥I^ «Tlt!^ "^^PUS C ^ \G?i! I 

^rfrn '^rr-Jit, ^^ -^ff^ di^? M w ^ c'^r^ 

(TKspm ^w.-̂ f ^-51^ f ^ f e ^-ntiyi ^ ^ c ^ g i ^ 
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FATHER A N D SON 
Debraj Bhattacharya 1st Yr. M.A. Modem History 

'M 
(I) 

eanwhile in former East Germany 
several towns witnessed violent neo-

nazi demonstrations serious clashes with 
the Police about twenty-four dead and 
fifty injured .... the scenes were reminiscent 
of the dark days of Germany under Hitler's 
rule ' The news reader on TV continued 
her report in a dull mechanical tone. 

'Father, who's Hitler?' Soumyo asked. 
Bidyut wasn't listening to the news atten
tively partly because he was busy eating his 
dinner and partly because he did not need to. 
He was after all an expert on Nazism. He 
knew everything that could be known on the 
topic, including its recent resurrection in 
Germany. Although he was by profession a 
professor of Indian Economic History, yet, 
Nazism has been his special preoccupation 
since childhood. More than half of his library 
was devoted to the subject. 

The rather awkward question took Bidyut 
a liuie by surprise. But he felt happy that at 
last his son was showing some interest in his 
field of siiiil}. He wanted to start a lecture 
immcdi;\tcl\, hill slopped.Mallikaneverliked 
anyone lo ihmk about anything in the dining 
table except the dinner. Mallika died when 
Soumyo was born. But still nothing happens 
in the house which she didn't like. 'Finish off 
your dinner, and then come to my study.' 
Bidyut told his son. 

(ID 
Bidyut gave a brief introduction on Hitler 

to his son. Soumyo listened quietly, his eyes 
intense, palm of his left hand in his check. 

'You can take a look at this book.' said 
Bidyut as he pulled out an album on Hitler.' 
There are lots of pictures in it, you can see 
how Hitler looked like, how some of his close 
friends looked like, here's a picture of a 
famous rally at Nuremberg, here's the typical 
nazi salute, here's the swastika ....' Bidyut 
said as he showed the pictures to his ten year 
old son. Soumyo took the album and slowly 
thumbed through the pages. He stopped at a 
photograph of Hitler giving a speech, his 
eyes intense, his face agitated, his fist in the 
air, Soumyo closed the book. 

'Do you have any other book on Hitler?' he 
asked. 'Yes', said Bidyut with a smile. 'But 
you can't understand them now. When you 
become older you will be able to read them' 
he told his son in a polite tone so as not to 
destroy his enthusiasm. Soumyo didn't say 
anything. He surveyed the books on the shelves. 
Then he turned towards his father and asked, 
'Can I take this book?' pointing towards the 
album. 'Yes, ofcounse,' Bidyut said, 'but take 
care, its very costly.' Soumyo's face bright
ened. He turned towards the door. He walked 
a few steps and abruptly stopped and turned 
back. 'What do these books say about Hitler. 
was he a good man or a bad man?' he asked. 
The question was too simplistic for Bidyut. 
But realizing that his son wouldn't under
stand a complicated answer. 'Bad man, bad 
man.' he said Soumyo thought something for 
a while. Then he asked, 'What do you think?' 
Bidyut said 'I think so too, although he was 
not the only one.' Soumyo didn't say any-
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thing, turned around and left the room. 

(Ill) 
Bidyut was pleased, if not delighted with 

his son's inquisitiveness. Every father wants 
his son to pick up his field of study and 
Bidyut was no exception. He, however, didn't 
pick up his father's obsession — Botany. 
Bidyut's father never succeeded in appreciat
ing Bidyut's interest in the Third Riech. 'Why 
are you wasting your time and money on a 
bunch of monsters?' he would ask. Bidyut 
usually found the question rather offensive, 
but when he could keep his cool he would 
reply, 'In order to prevent history from re
peating itself.' His father never argued any 
further, but Bidyut understood that he was 
never convinced. This disappointed him but 
not disheartened. 

It all started with William Shirer's 'Rise 
and Fall of the Third Riech', almost thirty 
years ago. Then gradually he became ob
sessed with the subject, he read everything on 
the subject that he could get hold of, but 
always keeping the Indian context in mind, 
always looking for the germs of nazism in 
India, writting articles in various magazines 
and journals, giving lectures and attending 
seminars. In the process Bidyut Sengupta 
became an authority on the subject. And also 
in the process his library kept expanding. 
Each book in his library was a small part of 
his heart. He derived his inspiration from 
them. And, ofcourse, from Mallika. 

Once Mallika asked him, 'What would 
you do if one day you came back from college 
and saw Adiof Hitler waiting for you in the 
drawing room?' Bidyut smiled and replied, 
'Oh! like the perfect host I would say, what 
would you like to have, tea or coffee?' That 
was a month before they got married. 

Then, after five years, one fine morning 
nil of a sudden Mallika died. Bidyut realized 

that he had to stay alive — he had a son to take 
care of and perhaps another fifty papers to 
write. His old aunt came and took charge of 
the kitchen as well as the child. Although 
Bidyut realized that his son was missing his 
mother, yet he could never get married again. 
He could not even think about it. Mallika was 
there around him all the time, when Soumyo 
became slightly older, ready for school, Bidyut 
realized that it would be best for him if he 
went to a boarding school, although that 
certainly would make his father very lonely. 
But Bidyut managed to have enough strength 
to cope with it. He immersed himself in his 
study, but when Soumyo came back during 
the holidays he felt a lot younger. They would 
play carrom together, go to the zoo or occa
sionally even play football. And occasion
ally they went to see Bidyut's old aunt who 
had decided to spent his last days in 
Santiniketan. 

Bidyutwondered how Mallika would have 
reacted to Soumyo's sudden inquisitiveness 
on Hitler. Probably she would have pretended 
to be extremely angry, and then with a gentle 
smile would have shown her approval. Bidyut 
missed her smile. 

(IV) 
Soumyo went to his room, threw himself 

on the bed and opened the book once again. 
Hitler's mother 'What did she find in the 
rotten scum Alois?' .... Hitler's half sister 
Angela His school He loved to play 
cowboy and Indians by the Danube meadows 
.... August Kubizek — 'Gustl'.... They loved 
to stroll along the landstrasse.... cheering the 
declaration of the first world war .... Iron 
Cross His room in the landsberg prison 
where he wrote Mein Kampf Goring 
Hess .... Hindenburg Rohm Brown 
shirts Rally at Nuremburg Chamber
lain — 'What a fool!' Anschluss 
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speech to the new SA cadets after the inva
sion of Russia — 'Managed to stitch the 
button right in time Paris Blondi 
His trousers after the blast His x-ray 
report His wedding certificate Eva 
Braun 

were becoming clearer and 
' closed the book. He didn't 
nymore. A small teardrop 
eyes. The windows of the 

opening one by one and rays 
from all directions the 

The imager 
clearer. Souni\ 
need to see it 
rolled down hi-
darkroom wo 1 
of light ciunc 
photographs all of a sudden sprang to life in 
front of his eyes. 

He jumped off the bed, wentto his father's 
study, took out the book he was looking for 
and proceeded towards the kitchen. 

the eyes? Bidyut has seen those eyes before, 
in thousands of photographs and films. Soumyo 
stood there tightly holding on to the photo 
album in one hand and Mein Kanipf in the 
other. The e '̂es were bright, very bright, 
brighter than the fire in the room. The eyes 
surveyed Bidyut for a moment and then he 
said with a slightly comic smile 'I am back.' 
And before Bidyut could absorb the shock his 
son ran towards him and gave him ass harp 
push. Bidyut fell on the floor, his glasses 
came off his eyes. Soumyo kicked the glasses 
to another corner of the room, opened the 
door, closed it behind him, went to his room 
and fell asleep. 

Bidyut felt a sharp pain in his heart, and 
died even before the fire could consume him. 

(V) 
The acrid smoke woke up Bidyut. He put 

on his glasses (he was blind without them), 
switched on the light and tried to figure out 
from where the smoke was coming. He came 
outside his room and realized that the smoke 
was coming from his study. His heart beat 
doubled. 

His books were on fire. And in the adjoin
ing verandah stood his son. Or was he? A 
cold shiver ran down Bidyut's spine. The 
body was his son's all right, but whose were 

(VI) 
No one understood why Bidyut Sengupta 

committed suicide. His old aunt cried and 
cried, for Bidyut certainly, but even more for 
his poor son. She didn't know how to console 
him. He was so shocked that he didn't even 
cry. After sometime he went back to his 
boarding school. 

Bidyut's old aunt, however, at last stopped 
worrying about Soumyo when she received a 
letter from him informing her that he has won 
the first prize in an elocution contest. 
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JOURNEY 
Benjamin Zachariah 1st yr. Modern Hislory 

Where do we go from here, Comrade?' 
Zoltan stared into the outer darkness 

as the stars faded into the dawn sicy. Ziidjan 
made no reply as he relentlessly chewed on 
the toothpick of Creation. The journey had 
begun m October with great hope and enthu
siasm and an Irish terrier named Gandhi. But 
now the dog was dead, October was far be
hind and they had run out of Diet pepsi. 

The two friends were heading west-wards 
in search of that essential something of the 
spirit which seems to be beyond the fading 
remnants of the resting iron sky. They dreamed 
of reaching the Beyond where angels sang 
under festive awnings and people feasted 
under a big M. But the dream had soured like 
fresh cream left in a stable. Now it seemed 
that they would have to turn back. 

The sun rose from beneath her sheets and 
slid seductively out of her night garb. Gently 
drowning the day in her sweet odours. Ziidjan 
contemplatively stirred the brown earth with 
a broken plectrum and said nothing. 

The road back was infinitely more de
pressing in the morning sunlight than it had 
been when they first felt it's comforting opu
lence under Reebok Soles in those great Oc
tober days. What had then seemed a glorious 
path to tread was now only a reminder of the 
orange peels and apple-cores of their futile 
search. The beer cans of their ideals were 
twisted and crumpled beyond recognition, 
leaving even the brand name unrecognisable. 

They were going back. Back to where it 
all began on another October day, in red and 
green. With blood and a little man with a 
pointed beard. It was not for them to judge. 

The journey was over. The pale line oi 
consciousness was gently dissolving leaving 
behind an undefined border of caramel. They 
no longer recognised the difference. Night's 
curtain threw its shadow over the blanket of 
existence. 

II 

The other day I rediscovered one of rry 
old scribbles at the bottom of my drawer. I 
hadn't been through it for a couple of years 
and rummaging around in it produced the 
repeated joy of sentiments reborn and feeling 
resurrected. The gentle warmth of nostalgia 
hidden in inconsequential trifles which a more 
systematic person might long ago have thrown 
away. 

Re-reading the half page of clumsy typing 
(I had then just a quired my mother's old type 
writer — it had been my aunt's before that) 1 
began to feel quite pleased with myself. It 
seemed to gently but firmly put forward my 
credentials as a prophet of sorts. The story 
was a whimsical fantasy, a testing of early 
process with words. I now gave it the benefit 
of my own interpretation to make it seem 
even more prophetic. The parable of juxta
posed began as a premonition of chaos, a 
chaos which swiftly materialised and de
cided to stay on. I wrote of a journey aban
doned, a turning back, a loss of direction, 
confusion. The travellers in search of a new 
October had lost the old one. 0;ie October is 
very much like another, unless you know 
what you are looking for. 

It was written in the infancy of jiiy politi-
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cal consciousness when I had just encoun
tered the word 'Marxist' as a term of dispar
agement used against my arguments by the 
professor of the Jesuit-run college I attended. 
I was not yet aware that the use of the term 
absolved respectable people from the need to 
reply to or refute an argument so labelled. I 
discovered, though, that I wasn't universally 
considered 'Marxist'. I remember being asked 
by another professor'why are you so cynical' 
I didn't think of myself as a cynical person so 
it took iTie a few moments before I answered 
that cynicism was 'the only functional ethical 
theory' which sounded good and I discov
ered later that I had for the first time stated a 
general principle when called upon to do so. 
I grew quite fond of the rhythm and accents of 
this little phrase. 

The trouble was that I was a romantic. For 
me cynicism was no more a functional ethical 
theory than Zionism was for Adolf Hitler. I 
carried the phrase around with me for a while, 
but it ceased to function as a creed before it 
had begun. I was beginning to discover my 
politics in my profound aversion to the Reader's 
Digest and an admiration for Bob Dylan. 

That same year I discovered Karl Marx. 
The authoritative precise and well directed 
anger of this bearded Old Testament figure 
stirred my imagination. My everyday obser
vations were set out by him in an ordered 
whole; he explained what I saw, he had seen 
it before me and I began to believe in his 
future — or at least some form of it. In 
London that summer I posed reverently be
fore the best-maintained grave in Highgate 
Cemetery, my apologetic stoop spoiling the 
picture. We had a long walk accross Hamstead 

Heath that day, and I sat down on a crumbling 
tombstone, a grave or two away in the row 
opposite. The name on it was Herbert Spen
cer, the man whose triumphal exaltation of 
Victorian optimism and arrogance in his sur
vival of the fittest mantra had provided the 
war cry for successive generation's participa
tion in the class war from above. The spokes
man of the European bourgeoisie's finest 
hour lay almost side by side with the prophet 
of its destruction, and the latter had proved 
the fitter to survive. No one came to Highgate 
Cemetery looking for Spencer's grave. I had 
found it by accident. 

I l l 

All this might seem now to be wishful 
thinking. That year there was no bread in 
Soviet Union. But there was a Soviet Union, 
It may have been a parody of the Soviet 
Union as it was conceived. But human beings 
seem to be rather good at parody and even 
better at cruelty. We have not come to the end 
of the unfinished parable; parables are out of 
fashion anyway. The men of wisdom and the 
men of power (who are actually the same 
men) are telling us now that the old bearded 
prophet has been banished to the dustbin of 
history. 

But 'History does nothing, it possesses no 
immen.se wealth, fights no battles. It is rather 
man, real living man, who does everything, 
who possesses and fights'. The bearded man 
still speaks from the dustbin. And he may 
well find an audience, for there are still very 
many real living men and women whose 
poverty forces them to rummage in dustbins. 

I I I 
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The Cambridge Approach to Indiaii Natioiialisiii 

The essence of the approach 
that C.A. Bayly has 

adopted to study the political 
developments in Allahabad is 
embodied in the writings of 
other historians of the Cam
bridge school of Indian his
tory also. This view holds that 
the rise and growth of the 'na
tional movement' or sub-con
tinental politics stemmed from 
the structures and dynamics 
of local politics. Local poli
tics comprised networks of pa
tron-client relationships in 
which the patron exercised con
trol in the neighbourhood or 
mohulla level through a variety of social and 
economic controls. With the government in
tervening in wider areas of Indian society, 
these groups were subject to pressure and 
forced to interact more extensively with the 
government through a series of new institu
tions which were created to facilitate admin
istration and recruit collaborators — munici
palities, district boards etc. This stimulated 
the growth of alliances transcending thepurely 
local or mohulla level and the competing 
factionalism of these networks gradually at
tained aprovincial dimension. Similarly, pro
vincial politics responded to identical stimuli 
from the colonial government to produce the 
fabric of national politics. Underlying this 
approach was the assumption that the consti
tutional initiatives undertaken from time to 
time had been the chief spur to sub-continen
tal political activity and thatthe direction and 
volume of this activity had been determined 
by the inspirations and ambitions of interest 
groups who have sought to exploit every 
constitutional advance to fulfil their short-

Is Indian nationalism the 
result offactional conflicts 
between the local politi-
cians, as the Cambridge 
school historians wonid 
have us believe? Sidharta 
Dasgupta, ex-student of the 
history department, now in 
J. N. U., discusses th is ques
tion while reviewing C. A. 
Bayly's. The Local Roots 
of Indian Politics : 
Allahabad 1880-1920 

term objectives at the expense 
of others. Idiological convic
tions, linguistic or cultural 
traditions and ethnic or class 
identities are at best only of 
peripherial interest. 

C.A. Bayly studies the 
growth of local poliiical ira-
ditions in Allahabad during 
1880-1920 within this larger 
matrix. The book, however 
does not concern itself ex
clusively with the politics of 
the cluster of townships that 
made up ilio Allahabad Mu
nicipality but rather goes on 
to depict the trend of public 

life in Northern India in general and the 
United Provinces in particular during the last 
decades of the 19th and the early decades of 
the 20th century. Allahabad has been chosen 
as a focus of study because it brings out in 
sharp relief the contours of local political 
systems and the influence of local notables 
which are the basic tools and units of analysis 
utilised in this book. 

Bayly starts by giving a general outline of 
the administration and the judicial and edu
cational systems of late 19th century Allahabad. 
Bayly believed that the most important factor 
working in favour of the colonial govern
ment in controlling local dissidence was that 
administrative patronage (or the lack of it) 
fuelled political activity; such an approach 
would necessarily involve a detailed exami
nation of the administrative structure. The 
growth in the volume of litigation also had 
important political implications as the plead
ers constituted an important strand in the 
political leadership of the province. As for 
education, not only was the Allahabad Uni-
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versity senate an important representative 
forum for political aspirants, buttheuniveristy 
itself acted as a focus of discussion among 
the educated. 

From here the focus of the study shifts to 
the locus of power at the mohulla or 
neighbourhood level. The author tried to as
sess the role of both the local neighbourhood 
leaderships and the town leadership. At the 
neighbourhood level, leadership was often 
provided by indigeneous groups or corporate 
bodies both of a religious and a secular char
acter. These groups or bodies often worked 
through the patronage of banking and tradi ng 
magnates who formed alliances across the 
neighbourhoods and provided leadership to 
the towns. The traditional Mughal service 
gentry families and the landholding classes 
also competed for power and influence with 
these commercial magnates and sought to 
project their provincial contacts and connec
tions back to the Jocality through religious 
patronage and property ownership.At the 
beginning of the period under study, a new 
class had emerged in the form of the West
ernized, largely English-educated Indians. 
These were late entrants in the quest for 
power and patronage. But Bayly's study shows 
how the power of the old town, 'notable,' 
declined throughout the later decades of the 
19th and the early decades of the 20th century 
and how these liberal professional classes 
gradually attained eminence. One reason for 
this was the gradually widening area of po
litical activity as the government conceded 
larger powers to local self-governing bodies 
as well as to provincial legislative assem
blies. Local notables had derived their former 
importance from their status as intermediar
ies between neighbourhood dissidents and 
local representatives of authority. Now this 
role had been userped by the professional or 
the publicist (who had by now liberated him
self from the patronage of the notable). With 
their access to regional associations and the 
organs of the Congress, these men could 
forge links between locality, region and prov

ince and bring neighbourhood dissidences 
into direct contact with the larger national 
movement thereby undermining the position 
of the local notable. To a certain extent this 
process had been facilitated by the greater 
urbanization and commercialisation of 
Allahabad with new imigrant entrepreneurial 
groups setting themselves up, Financial and 
administrative devolution to the municipali
ties also aided this process. 

At another level Bayly tries to examine the 
evolution and growth of local interest groups 
which he believed formed a central feature ol 
political life in Allahabad in the period under 
study, These interest groups had been formed 
to extend and protect local interests and had 
developed somewhat independently of local 
factional politics. Neither did they represent 
an attempt by the provincial politicians to 
project their power back into the localities, 
Bayly distinguishes these groups as having 
more 'sectional, regional and local aims' than 
the Congress and holds that these groups 
merged into the Congress organisation in 
certain periods. According to him these rep
resented the peaks and troughs of Con^iicss 
activism and organisation. Their attitude to
wards the Congress would be influenced by 
their attitude towards and relationship with 
the colonial authorities as well as by the 
fissures and dissidences within the move
ments of social reform and revival from which 
these were generated. It is here that Bayly's 
analysis runs into serious difficulties for he 
has not cared to explain why these move
ments would be willing to merge themsolves 
with the Congress or seek a broader ci oisiitu-
ency. Merely to say that these groups joinetl 
the Congress because they were frustrated in 
their design to secure recognition and power 
does not help when we remember the risk of 
physical harm and economic ruin courted by 
participants of mass movements against co
lonial power. And if protection and patron
age was what they were seriously seeking, it 
would have made more sense for these inter
est groups to align themselves with the liber-
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als and moderates who actively collaborated 
with the colonial government. 

The Cambridge School approach is at its 
weakest when it seeks to uncover the motives 
of the masses who took to the streets under 
the Congress banner and challenged the Raj 
in series of confrontations during the early 
decades of the 20th century culminating with 
the massive Civil Disobedience Movement 
and the Khilafat agitation. Bayly's thesis that 
the Khilafat agitation was largely the result 
of the replacement of the classes which had 
traditionally provided leadership to the Mus
lim communities by younger, professional 
radicals does not explain the participation of 
the masses. Even if we accept that the inten
sity and direction of political activity were 
decided merely by the short-term objectives 
of the 'elites', the realisation that the sources 
of patronage were limited and that only a 
microscopic minority were equipped with 
the necessary skills for officeholding should 
have deterred the masses from directing their 
agitations to those points of the administra
tive structure where patronage and executive 
power had gathered. If material self-interest 
was the sole motive, then the objective should 
rather have been to destroy the institutions of 
colonial authority so that fresh power struc
tures could accomodate the wider political 
aspirations of divergent groups and classes. 
More importantly,the end of the period under 
study witnessed a marked tendency on the 
part of the government to centralise execu
tive power in its own hands and render the 
elective element in the municipalities and 
provencial legislatures politically impotent. 
Even under dyarchy, Indian ministers re
mained subordinate to appointed British of
ficers and the provincial government could 
withdraw grants from municipalities at will. 
This should logically have led to a curtailing 
of enthusiasm for political activities, but this 

period actually witnessed a mass surge in 
political activity. If as Bayly contends, 'The 
more spectacular non-cooperation, Khilafat 
and peasant's movement were squalls which 
temporarily blew thepolitical leaders ofcourse' 
one is tempted to ask what was the course that 
was being steered. Even if we accept that the 
constitutional initiatives undertaken by the 
government were the basic stimuli to politi
cal action, Bayly's approach does not explain 
why the elite leaderships would jockey for 
power and status in the short-term in a struc
ture which had little to offer to the masses, 
and thus risk losing their credibility in the 
long run. Indeed, it does not even explain 
how they retained their hold overtheir masses 
when they did. As later researches show, 
levels of public enthusiasm and commitment 
to the Congress fell off whenever their lead
ers lobbied for the 'loaves and fishes' of 
office. The undisputed leaders of the nation
alist movement at later stage-Nehru and Gandhi 
neverhad the slightest interest in officeholding 
and a large number of nationalists partici
pated in elections only to strengthen their 
organisations and demonstrate their strength. 

While Bayly's work is valuable because it 
emphasizes the value of networks as strands 
of continuities in a period of political change 
the pre-occupation with this aspect to the 
virtual exclusion of all other factors needed 
greater historical justification. This attempt 
to see the political developments under the 
Raj as solely a response to constitutional 
innovations to the exclusion of other tensions 
and forces, particularly colonial economic 
exploitation is an unsatisfactory analytical 
tool. The author's preoccupation with 'poli
tics' as opposed to 'nationalism' fails to ex
plain the fact that the largest sacrifices in the 
freedom struggle were made by those who 
had the least to gain from Independence. 

I l l 
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ON 'NOSTALGIA' 

^here was this enterprising 
guy incollege who used to 

sell t-shirt with 'Presidency' writ
ten across it. It made excellent 
business-sense ; we, 
Presidencians, who (have been 
made to) believe that we are 
among the Chosen Few, study
ing, as we do, in what is sup
posed to be the best college in 
the city ('if not in the country'), 
like to stand out in the crowd. 
And apart from wearing T-shirts 
with 'Presidency' written on them, there are 
not too many ways to impress upon your 
fellow-cormnuters on public-buses and the 
people on the streets and in the restaurants 
and the movies that you are from Presidency, 
are there? And you do need to flaunt it, don't 
you? It's more likely that most people don't 
give a shit—why should they?—but there are 
scores of proud owners wallowing in happy 
.self-delusions and strutting around in that 
piece of rag. 

The T-shirt, predictably, was a big hit in 
college, and I believe there will be quite a few 
narcissists and exhibitionists in the college 
who would be willing to buy 'Nostalgia' as 
well; paying Rs. 120 to bask in the glory 
reflected off the eighteen famous faces fea
tured on the cover of the i 75th Anniversary 
Volume is, I believe, no big deal. Of course, 
one could buy it for other reasons — for an 
account of the history of the college, which 
was pretty well-chronicled, or for the mostiy-
hackneyed-but-sometimes-interestingnostal-
gia-trips of the land's cultural-academic-po-

Kunal Biswas, an-
exstiident of the Po
litical Science de
partment, reviews 
'Nostalgia's and finds 
it 'no big deal'. 

litical glitteratti who were as
sociated uiih the college, for 
instance, ' as a souvenir — 
but those ol us who were not 
drunk when we thunderingly 
applauded the Principal when 
he said something as embar
rassingly absurd as 'Presidency 
is Bengal, Bengal is presidency' 
during the 175th Anniversary 
'function' would, I suspect, buy 
it for the same reason as one 
buys the Presidency T-shirt for. 

If the 175th Anniversary Volume was an 
exercise designed to titilate the Presidency 
ego, it was ajob very well done. Although, of 
course, after the entire line-up of our glorious 
alumni has been dealt with, we are told that 
'investing the alma-mater with a near-mystic 
halo is also a form of self-glorification.' (p. 
224) 

After the alumni-induced high, we are 
taken on a long, meandering, introspective 
trip; we are told just what exactly is wrong 
with us Presidencians-of-today and why and 
—worse—what we should be doing to set 
things right. In the pro'^ess, we are told just 
about everything we would want to know 
about our college. Who, for instance, wouldn't 
like to know that the 'female students' of the 
Department of Zoology 'almost always' wear 
salwar-kameez and those in the English De
partment wear salwar-kameez'less frequently'. 
Valuable piece of information, that; now, if 
any of you guys are feeling horny and have a 
fetish for legs, you know what to do—hang 
out around the English Department and hope 
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it is one of those 'less frequent' days. 
And, after regaling us with a whole table-

load of information regarding who-vvears-
what, we are told that, we 'should not fail to 
correlate the socio-economic relevance of 
dressing patterns to the class of students of 
the individual departments.' (p. 241) Only 
four pages, the same people who had ren
dered that advice -— a sickeningly holier-
than-thou bunch calling itself 'The Survey 
Guild' — had found it 'perplexing' that 'many 
of the students view these superficial aspects 
of dress and manners to be an index of values 
and other more serious things.' Confusing, 
isn't it? 

Interspersed with philosophical observa
tions and moral prescriptions, the survey-
report made interesting-reading. Check this 
one out, it is really profound : 

It is no longer love which makes the world 
go round, it is money, (p. 246) 

Or this : 
The Indian women's attitude towards sex 

must change — sex is not a painful obligation 
that she owes to the man she loves, (p. 249) 

Ergo, sex is fun. I got a sneaking suspicion 
that this particular prescription is the product 
of the embittered mind of someone who had 
not been 'obliged' by some heartless 'Lady 
Presidency'. (By the way, interesting term, 
that.) 

Extremely profound, too, are the quotes 
chosen to begin certain chapters with — one 
couldn't have chosen, for instance, some
thing more appropriately esoteric than 'Yo 
Ho Ho and a bottle of Rum' for the section on 
alcoholism and drug-addiction in college. 

And then there was the brilliant 'And God 
created women' opening in the chapter titled 
'Presidency's Second Sex'. (That 'second sex' 
label, by the way, is sure to please the 17.63% 
of the women students who actually enjoy a 
male-dominated society.) 

One can't help marvelling at the way the 
members of the Survey Guild kept getting 
shocked and amazed and distressed about 
everything—shocked at the 'cultural insular
ity' of the students of the Bengali Depart
ment, dismayed at the 'appalingly' low level 
of drug-awareness among Presidencians, 
shocked that most Presidencians are ignorant 
of the Indian cultural scene, distressed at the 
fact that only 30.86% of the students know 
that the dome on top of the main building was 
originally an observatory, amazed that 84.14% 
of the students — hopeless ignoramuses, all 
— could not say how many water-coolers are 
there in the college, dismayed that we are 
merely 'interested in the vulgar activity of 
living life', shocked that we spend our time 
'gossipping like lazy housewives' and so on. 
In fact, the only thing that seemed to have 
'heartened' 'them' was the fact that 'the paren
tal educational status' had 'improved consid
erably compared to the last survey' — now, 
ain't that something that should make us 
Presidencians proud? 

The other day, a friend of mine who had 
bought 'Nostalgia' told me excitedly, 'Did 
you know Rabindranath studied in our col
lege? Only for a day, but still...' No, I didn't. 
Now that I do, tra-la-la-la-la! 

I l l 
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Orasping at the past : 
History, Mythology and 'Nostalgia* 

Nostalgia' - 'a sentimental 
yearning for the past', as 

the O.E.D. so aptly puts it, — is 
both the basis and the title for 
the' 175th Anniverisary Volume' 
that has sold so well. The book, 
in its alternative or descriptive 
title, claims to be 'An Illus
trated History of Hindu-Presi
dency College.' One suspects 
that the strange compound name 
came into existence essentially 
to provide the excuse to cel
ebrate an anniversary, but there 
seems to be little point in say
ing that now, alter the festivi
ties are over and done with, and we have all 
partaken of its delights. 

To return to the book itself— nostalgia is 
a poor basis for a history, and a cursory 
glance at the contents is enough to show that 
the history part is sustained for only the first 
forty-two pages, and then abandoned. The 
rest of the book comprises mainly anecdotes 
and reminiscences, of and/or by various re
nowned Presidencians we have all, or should 
have all, heard of — apart from the long 
statistical section. Surely this cannot claim to 
be a history of the College. Not even the most 
consciously archaic or generous view of what 
constitutes a history can grant the use of the 
term to a collection of tales best told to one's 
grandchildren, if one has any. 

One of the irresistible urges of all 
Presidencians, which they probably share 
with anyone else who can claim a part of an 
age-old tradition as his or her own, is the 

"One of the irresistable 
urges of all 
Presidencians, which 
they probably share 
with anyone else who 
can claim a part of an 
age old tradition as 
Ills one her own, is the 
tendency to 
mythologise", says 
Bengantin Zachariah, 

tendency to mythologise. In our 
case, and particularly on the 
occasion of an anniversary, this 
degenerates into an often ab
surd ancestor-worship. Verging 
on idolatry. This increases in 
proportion to the distance in 
time from the men and events 
described. It would appear that 
the virtue of self-criticism in 
the Presidencian emerges only 
in his own time; the past ac
quires an aura of sanctity, and 
contradictions are either cov
ered up or remain unmentioned. 

However, as long sis the book 
makes no claim to historical scholarship, all 
this is not only forgivable, but rather pleas
ant. An anniversary is a time for celebration 
, and a self-congratulatory tone enters even 
into Subodh Chandra Sengupta's account of 
the College's past (reprinted from the Cente
nary Volume; the forty-two pages which com
prise the strictly historical section contain no 
original work, only reprints.) The only piece 
of historical importance, and of the highest 
quality, is the exc<*rpt from John Berwick's 
Ph.D. dissertation to the University of Sydney 
- what exactly it was about, we are not told, 
and perhaps it would be quite meaningless to 
say something conclusive about it without 
reading the whole thesis. But the advantage 
of an outsider's viewpoint is immediately 
clear; he provides an excellent account of the 
educational ambience of an age, from around 
the time the College came into being (as 
Hindu College) until the 1870s. The piece 
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contains some gems, such as the comment on 
Keshab Chandra Sen's description of his first 
love in his memoirs: 

'His description is unusual in that the writ
ers of most autobiographies of this and later 
periods simply seem to acquire wives and 
children without any emotional disturbance...' 

Most of the contributors to this volme are 
rather good writers, lending the charm of the 
narrator to the most commonplace of events. 
It is this charm which will most likely make 
it the source of a great many more of the 
an'^'^dotes which float around as part of the 
College folklore. The suspicion that m!>ny of 
the stories have suffered in accuracy cannot, 
however, be dispelled. Saugata Roy's ac
count of the College in the mid-1960s, for 
instance, makes pleasant reading in the tradi
tion of the old school-stories which British 
public-schoolboys used to be so fond of be
fore they switched to rugby songs and por
nography in a less innocent age. The only 
problem is, we are not British public-school
boys, and he is writing of an age not quite so 
innocent. The tone of the article is at times 
quite annoying, and full of polemical tricks 
which in abetter writer would be less visible-
'indoctrinated into Marxism', 'Hindu Hostel 
became an armed fortress for Naxalites', and 
so on. Stylistically speaking these outbursts 
of bile are unwarranted intrusions into an 
account that pretends to good-humoured lib
eral tolerance. 

The mythologisation process is seen hard 
at work in the late '60s, a period of its history 
the College has far from come to terms with 
yet. The conflicts are so alive that the fear of 
Red devils still haunts the minds of the 
student movement's erstwhile opponents; and 
a prominent position in this mythology is 
occupied by the Hindu Hostel. A case in point 
is Rajat Kanta Roy's memoirs. His account of 
a debate on politics in the course of which he 

entered Hindu Hostel despite possible dan
ger to his life, and faced, instead of the 
civilised debate he expected, the tragic blow 
of abuse directed at his father (who was 
Home Secretary) is a splendid tale of a iieroic 
and principled, if quixotic, stand. In (he light 
of otherconteniporary (non-'communist') tes
timonies, the dangers of the situation seem to 
have been more imagined than real, and the 
antipathy he experienced more personal than 
ideological. 

It appears that the peculiar fate of the 
intellectual in an erstwhile colony was to 
play out the Cold War game in miniature -
although there seem, fortunately enough, to 
have been enough peoeple who resisted the 
temptation to oversimplify iheir 
Weltanschauung to a simple good-versus-
evil equation. It is a pity Ashim Chatterjee, 
has consciously confined himself to personal 
reminiscences, because had he taken the 
Anniversary Volume's claim to being a his
tory seriously, he might have been able to 
provide a different perspective, which would 
at least have helped neutralise some myths 
with counter-myths. Nevertheless, he is a 
marvellous and compelling writer, and his 
contribution is one of the high points of the 
book. 

Since the book comprises mostly personal 
essays it provides a number of interesting anci 
often revealing personal glimpses - Asok 
Mitra's confession that he had for a while had 
Fascist sympathies, Dipak Benerjee's descrip
tion of the, 'rj>() you follow that' stakes (read 
his excellent piece to de-cipher that refer
ence). Aparna Sen's incompleteB.A. (shegot 
married). Dilipda, appropriately, has the privi
lege of the last word. Future generations who 
are denied his inestimable assistance cannot 
begin to understand the esteem in which we 
hold him. 

Several amona; tlic more famous 
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Piesidencians have been interviewed, since 
they probably hadn't the time to write an 
article. The interviewers somewhat 
formularised set of questions was quite dis
appointing, and led to the interesting situa
tion of a verbal tussle with Saty ajit Ray while 
trying to get him to say the obligatory nice 
things about the important influence the Col
lege had had on his life and work — which he 
succeeticd in not saying. Principal Amal 
Mukhopadhyay was also interviewed, plac
ing him in illustrious company; the interview 
il lustrates how smoothly this remarkable man 
accomplished his transition from teacher to 
civil servant. 

The statistical section presents an alarm
ing picture of the present Presidencian as an 
insular, ill-informed, somewhat stupid, com
placent, conformist who rides around in his 
(or more frequently, her) father's car and 
wants to grow up and be rich. The only thing 
in the above list which isn't negative is prob
ably being rich, but it can hardly, by any 
standard, be considered a virtue in itself. A 
significant percentage, if the survey is to be 
believed, believe in the continuance or re
vival of caste distinction and arranged mar
riage, and most women are against abortion 
rights. The sexual revolution has by and large 
reached Presidency in a confused and dis
torted form, if it has at all, and women are 
uniuviuc of their post-feminism righls ;md 
staui^ < )i- so we are told. 

h is tempting to ignore the resulls ol ihis 
dismal survey, claiming adistorted sample or 
the invalidity of statistics as a science, or 
something like that, but the ostrich approach 
is unviable. The surveyors have done an 
excellent job within their limitations, and 
remarkably, the section reads rather well. But 
more alarmingly, the results of the survey are 

quite visible to the naked eye, or if you prefer 
it, the naked intellect. Personally, I shall be 
extremely glad if 1 can claim to be an abso
lutely atypical Presidencian, or take refuge in 
the fact that I was not part of the sample 
group. 

The question one may, of course, ask, is 
whether all the virtues one traditionally asso
ciates with Presidency College and are now 
vanishing, are at all relevant to our age. 
Some, perhaps, are not—they are the luxu
ries allowed to a world of greater leisure. A 
student of English need not be able to speak 
Sanskrit like a member of the Gupta court. 
But a minimum of intellectual alertness is a 
demand made of any college student, indeed, 
any human being, and we seem to be in 
danger of losing even that. Of course, the 
survey is already three years old, so perhaps 
things have marginally improved. But itdoesn't 
yet show up on the naked-eye test. 

On the basis of this book. Presidency Col
lege appears to be in the final stages of decay. 
Averages are deceptive, and the occasional 
brilliant student might always slip in and out 
almost undetected. The tragedy gains in in
tensity when one realises that Presidency is 
still probably the best college in Eastern 
India. In the land of the blind, the one-eyed 
man is king. 

But it remains true that behind all the 
mythology and self-exaltation involved in 
the Presidency ethos, there was a core of 
intellectual excelence on which to build it all. 
The need to excavate the glories of the past is 
never so great as when the present is bleak 
and the future uncertain. Without this core, 
we can only continue through inertia of mo
tion, await or create the next anniversary and 
comfort ourselves with another dose of nos
talgia. 

I l l 
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IN BRIEF 

BOSE AND HIS STATISTICS 
G. VENKATARAMAN 
Universities Press (T) Pvt. Ltd. 
Distr : Orient Longman 
PP. 132, Rs35/-
An excellent book on S.N. Bose. Avoids 
unnecessary technicality, and very reason
ably priced too! 

CHANDRASHEKHAR AND HIS LIMIT 
G. VENKATARAMAN 
Universities Press (1) Pvt. Ltd. 
Distr : Orient Longman 
pp i44Rs35/-
A lucidly written book on one of the 
greatest scientists India has produced and 
the theory that won him the noble prize. 

THE MAN WHO KNEW INFINITY 
ROBERT KANIGEL 
Rupa, Rs 100/-
A brilliant biography of Ramanujan. 

PREDICTING THE FUTURE 
Ed. by Leo Howe and Alan Wain 
CUP, Distr: Foundation Books 
pp 220 Rs 495/- (hard cover) 
Eight British scholars, two scientists, an 
economist, an expert on medical law, an 
expert on the history of science, pundits on 
relegion and philosophy tries to predict the 
future in their respective fields of study. 

PREPEARING FOR THE 
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 
PAUL KENNEDY 
Harper Collins/Indus 
Distributed by Rupa 
PP-428RS 100/-

A rather grim look at the prospects for 
mankind by the author of The Rise and Fall 
of Great Powers. Interesting and well 
written, but not very scholarly. 

JOSEPH SCHUMPETER 
EDUARD MARZ 
Oxford University Press 
Rs 190/-
A brilliant book on one of the greatest 
economists of all time. 

KHAKI SHORTS, SAFFRON FLAGS 
TAPAN BASU PRADIP DATT 
SUMIT SARKAR TANIKA SARKAR 
SAMBUDHA SEN 
Orient Longman Rs 35/-
A brilliant exposition of the true nature of 
the Hindu Right. A book that the Sangh 
Parivar would find very hard to digest. 

WHAT'S WRONG WITH MARXISM? 
OLLE TORNQUIST 
Manohar Rs 250/-
A study of Marxism in India and Indonesia, 
The author tries to locate the errors and 
solve the problems that the Marxists in 
Asia are facing after the collapse of Soviet 
Union. 

THE BLINDED EYE 
500 years of Christopher Columbus 
ZIAUDDIN SARDAR ASHISH NANDY 
MERRYL WYN DAVIES 
CLAUDE ALVAREZ 
The Other India Press, Goa 
and The Apex Press, New York 
pp 92 Rs 45/-
A polemical treatise on what the impact of 
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the West has been on the 'not-Western' 
peoples of the globe in the 500 years since 
Columbus landed in the Carribean and 
Vasco da Gama in Goa. The book in the 
words of the authors is — 'the germ of a 
manifesto, a call to break out of a history 
that has managed, with some depressing 
success not only to strip all not-Western 
people of their humanity and identity but 
which threatens to deprive both us and the 
West of the creative, liberating means to 
address the pressing issues of today, 
particularly the survival of the planet Earth 
and all its living beings.' 

A WEAVER NAMED KABIR 
CHARLOTTE VAUDEVILLE 
Oxford University Press 
pp 440 Rs 290/-
Ms Vaudeville who belongs to the best 
European Indological scholarly tradition, 
has done painstaking research, examined 
various available texts of Kabir's verse and 
has provided this translation of Kabir's 
selected verse along with a detailed bio
graphical and historical introduction, which 
in terms of authority of the text and the 
readability of translation is perhaps the best 
available in English. 

TERRORIST GAMES NATIONS PLAY 
MAJOR GENERAL S. MOHINDRA 
Lancer 
pp 196 Rs 260/-
A brilliant stud;. :•' ' a rorism in general and 
subcontinental!-: ;r,>n; in particular. The 
author claims that Pakistan is aiming at the 
balkanization of Mibconlment. The author 
also discusses Pakistan's link with the Bank 
of Credit and Coinmerce International 
which supplied invaluable assistance to 
Pakistan's ciaiici/: 'i;ic nuclear programme. 

PLATO'S INDIAN REPUBLIC 
V. V. JOHN 
Rupa & Co. 
pp 136Rs50/-
A delightful new approach to the problem 
of the country. Entertaining and thought 
provoking. 

INEQUALITY RE-EXAMINED 
AMARTYA SEN 
Oxford University Press 
pp 224 Rs 275/-
The author argues that social arrangement 
should be such that all indivisuals should 
be able to achieve their capability if they 
want to. 

WRITERS ON WORLD WAR II 
ed. MORDECAIRICHLER 
Vintage, Distr: Rupa & Co 
pp 78 £ 3.50 
An excellent anthology of poems, stories, 
letters, journalistic accounts by authors like 
Satre, Orwell, Greene, Virginia Woolf, 
Peter Utsinov, Shaw and Coward. 

THE INNER EYE 
NICHOLAS HUMPHREY 
Vintage, Distr : Rupa & Co. 
pp 128 £2.20. 
A fascinating study of the human mind, A 
must for those interested in psychology and 
philosophy. 

AN EVIL CRADLING 
BRIAN KEENAN 
Vintage, Distr : Rupa 
pp 312 £2.50 
A harrowing account of a man who lived 
for four and half years as a hostage in 
Beirut. Unputdownable. 
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THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE 
UNACCEPTABLE 
RAYMOND SNODDY 
Faber and Faber 
Distr; Rupa & Co. 
pp. 240 £ 4.95 
A study of British tabloids 

INTERROGATING MODERNITY : 
Culture and Colonialism in India 
ed. TEJASWINl NIRANJANA 
P. SUDHIR VIVEK DHARESHWAR 
Seagull Books 
pp. 380 Rs 400/-
A collection of 13 essays on contemporary 
Indian culture. 

THE GREAT U - T U R N : 
De-industrializing Society 
EDWARD GOLDSMITH 
Ashish Publishing House 
pp 236 Rs 200/-
A collection of essays by one of the most 
respected environmentalists of our time, 
and the founder of The Ecologist. Gold
smith argues that the entire process of 
industrialization instead of improving our 
quality of life has actually caused grave 
demage to both the society as well as the 
environment, and hence the entire process 
needs to be reversed. 

THE GREAT INDIAN SCAM ! 
Story of the missing 4,000 crore 
S.K. BARKA J.K.VARMA 
Vision Books 
ppl60Rs80/-
if you haven't understood how the great 
lost occured, then here's a book that might 
be of some hjep. 

TERRORISM AND CRIME IN INDIA 
S.H. SUBBARAO 
Gangarams Publication 
pp 224 Rs 200/-
A history of terrorism and crime in India, 
with indepth analysis of what went wrong 
in Punjab, Kashmir and Assam, 

RELEGION AND POLITICS IN 
UNITED STATES 
KENNETH D. WALD 
Popular Prakashan 
pp400Rs 100/-
The author tries to investigate the relation
ship between the church and the state in 
USA involving such complex issues as 
prayer in public schools and abortion. 

CHAOS 
JAMES GLEICK 
Abacus Distr : Rupa & Co 
pp 352 £ 1.95 
An introduction to one of the most intere.st-
ing branches of contemporary science 
which according to some scholars, is as 
revolutionary as 'relativity' and 'quantum 
mechanics'. The book was nominated for 
the Pulitzar Prize and has been translated 
into 18 languages. 

SEARCHING FOR CERTAINTY : 
What Scientists Can Know About The 
Future 
JOHN L. CASTI 
Abacus 
Distr: Rupa & Co 
pp 496 £2.75 
An interesting book on the question of 
predictability by the author of Paradigm 
Lost. 
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VEIL : THE SECRET WARS OF THE 
CIA 1981-87 
BOB WOODWARD 
Headline 
pp 543 £ 3.99 
A fascinating account of the activities of 
the CIA during the Raegan years. Bob 
Woodward, the co-author of All The 
President's Men, has brilliantly exposed 
non-so-liberal and not-so-democratic 
aspects of U.S. foreign policy. 

ASIAN STRATEGIC REVIEW-91-92 
ed. JASJIT SINGH 
Institute for Defence studies and Analyses 
pp. 339 Rs 450/-

An excellent collection of articles on the 
strategic scenario of South Asia in the 
post-cold war era and its implications for 
Indian foreign policy. 

THE HISTORY OF MARXISM : 
MARXISM IN MARX'S DAY VOL. 1 
ed. ERIC. J. HOBSBAWM. 
Select Book Service Syndicate 
PP 349, RS. 85/-
The first volume of an ambitious attempt to 
record the history of Marxism. Contribu
tors include Eric. J. Hobsbawm, D. 
MeLellan Pierre Yilar, Maurice Dobb, 
George Haupt, Istvan Meszaros and others. 
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yyiTH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

PIONEER ENGINEERING 
CORPORATION 

ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS BUILDERS 

125, ST. MARY'S ROAD MADRAS 600 018, INDIA 

PHONE 458755, 458786 TELEX 041 6667 PAM-IN 

CABLE TECMAS'MADRAS FAX 91 44 837372 



WITH BiST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

K. SAI 
Fabricators & Erectors Al l Types Of Heavy Works, Pipe Lines & Over Heads 

Door No. 48-10-21. Srinagar, Near R, T. C, Complex 
Visakhapatnam 16 

WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

A WELL WISHER 

WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

PLASTOFAB 
Mfg of F.R.P. & Epoxy Rosin Cast Components for botti L. T. & H. T. application, 

1/1E/6, Rani Harshamukhi Road, Calcutta-2 
Piione 556 6746 556 6024 

3gg^»3T3ga^^^a3^3r^^•a^a^.3^•3»^R^a3^:a^J^-lr3s:; 
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WITH BEST COMPLiiViENrS PROM 

n I r n c 11C O n r n rn n n nu / i rn ? T r n f\ I on J u Ui IA Lun (run I uu nu L U 

Whol ly Owned Subsidiary oi 

THE BtLSUND SUGAR & INDUSTRIES LiMlTEl) 

Manufacturers of "HARABHARA FERTlLiSliRS" 

Regd. Office : 14, Nc-taji Subhas Road, Ca(cutta-1 

Gram : •'WELSUGAR" Calcutta Telex : 021 7573 HWP IN Fax 033-2036G3 

Phone ; 220 5194 9576;0848 0681 0654 

Mt.n i i fac l i i rers of 

PURE WHITE BOLDER GRAIN CRYSTAL SUGAR 

Factory at ; P, 0^ RIGA (N. E, RIy.) Dist, : SnafiidTii (Bihar) 

Gram ; MITHA, RIGA Phono Sitamaihi 2335, 2205 Riga : 34 tt 35 





WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

Electrical Manufacturing Company Limited 
51 , CANAL EAST ROAD, CALCUTTA 700 085 

Te l : 350-1222, 350-5112, 350-3196 
Telex : 2648 DICC IN 

REGD. OFFICE 
136, Jassore Road, Calcutta-700 OSS 

Leaders in High Tension Transmission Line Engineering 

WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

TULSYAN IMPEX (P) LTD. 
GOVERNMENT RECOGNISED EXPORT HOUSE 

Admn. Office : 

5A, Robinson Street, Ca(cutta-700 017 
INDIA 

CABLE : STEPSRIGHT, Calcutta 
TELEX : 021-4042 TIPL IN 

: 021-2218 INFA IN 
PHONE ; 47-5252, 47-2687 (4 Lines) 

FAX : 91-33-403043 
: 91-33-402208 

W I T H BEST C O M P L I M E N T S F R O M 

METAL FINISHERS 
65C. 8 A M B H U BABU LANE 

CALCUTTA-700 014 
Durbhas : 244-8717 

SAND / SHOT BLASTING & PAINTING 
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WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

ACADEMY OF COMPUTER EDUCATJON & TRAINING 
LEARN COMPUTER BY PRACTICE. NO THEORY, ALL PRACTICAL. ALL PRACTICAL, 

NO THEORY. COURSES OFFERED POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSES 
ONE YEAR DIPLOMA COURSES HALF-YEARLY COURSES SHORT COURSES 

ON COMPUTER OPERATION VARIOUS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND UTILITY PACKAGES 
Placement Assistance Also Available 
PLEASE CONTACT FOR MORE DETAILS TO :— 

ACADEMY OF COMPUTER EDUCATION & TRAINING 

113/5A, HAZRA ROAD, CALCUTTA-26 
PH. NOS : 48-2487, 48-4327 

OR AT 50, WESTON STREET, CALCUTTA-1 PH.: 26-8372 

WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

S. iC. SAHA & CO. 
Shipping, Clearing & Forwarding Agent 

15/1. STRAND ROAD, CUSTOMS HOUSE, 

CALCyTTA-700 001 

WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

Indian Publicity Bmeau Private Limited 
6/2 Madan Street, CaScutta-700 072 

Branchies at 

New Dejlii, Kanpur, Bilaspur 

S3e£3£K2±22aS3SaS 
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WITH BgST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

UiyiTED STEEL ALLIED 
EIMDUSTRIES PVT, LTD. 

Works : Plot IMo. 246247 "D" Block IDA 

Autonagar, Visakhapatnam-BSO 012 

Phones : 57844, 57866 

REPUTED AND PROFFESSIONALLY MANAGED CONSTRUCTION GROUP FOR 

EXECUTION OF HEAVY STRUCTURAL FABRICATION AND ERECTION WORKS. 

TECHNOLOGICAL STRUCTURES, HIG,H PRESSURE PIPELINES INCLUDING GAS, 

STEAM, OIL LINES AND EQUIPMENT ERECTION IN STEEL PLAMTS. POWER 

PLANTS, ALLUMINIUM PLANTS AND OTHER HEAVY INDUSTRIES. 
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WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM 

Gram : FIRERESIST Phone : 29 6194/6033/1768 

Fax : 91-33-29-4269 

International Conveyors Limited 
Regd. Et Head Office : 

10, Middleton Row, Calcutta 700 071 

Works : 
E-39, MIDC Industrial Area, Aurangabad 431210 (Maharashtra) 

Phone : 82248, 82249 Telex : 0745 277 Belt in Fax : 84358 Gram : Conveyors 

Manufacturer Of 
PVC Fire Resistant Conveyor Belting in Technical Collaboration with 

Messrs, BBA Group pic. U. K. 

STOP 
HAIRLOSS 

SOLUTION 

VITALIZER 
BIOTIN-ENRICHED 

The proven scientific way to 
prevent hairloss and dandrufi 

- Dey'o Medical 
Care you can trust 

'It is not • toilet prepartticMi Read instfuctlona before use. 
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